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The A. M. E. Review

THE POET AND HIS SONG

Alice M. Dunbar

UR notions upon the subject of Biography,” says
Carlyle, “may perhaps appear extravagant; but
if an individual is really of consequence enough
to have his life and character for public remem-
brance, we have always been of opinion that the
public ought to be made acquainted • with all the
inward springs and relations of his character.

How did the world and the-man’s life, from* his Ar-
ticular position, represent themselves to his mind? ' How did co-
existing circumstances modify him from without; how did he modify
these from within? With what endeavors and what efficacy rule
over them; with what resistance and what suffering sink under them?
* * * Few individuals, indeed, can deserve such a study; and *
many lives will be written, and, for the gratification of innocent
curiosity, ought to be written, and read and forgotten, which are not,
in this sense, biographies

Thus Carlyle. It would seem then, that if one must write about
a poet, the world would wish to know how and in what manner the
great phenomena of Nature impressed him, for Nature is the mother
of all poets and there can be no true poetry unless inspired deeply
by the external world which men do not touch. If the poet was an
urban child, if the wonder of star-filled nights, the mystery of the
sea, the beauty of sunrise and sunset, the freshness_ of dewy morns,
and the warm scent of the upturned sod filled him with no rapture,
then he was no true poet, howsoever he rhymed. So if one* wishes
to get a correct idea of any poet whatever, he must delve beneath the
mere sordid facts of life and its happenings; of So many volumes
published in such and such a time; of the influence upon him of this
or that author or school Of poetry; of the friends who took up his time,

121
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of city life. Say what you will, or what Mr. Howells wills, about the

“feeling the Negro life esthetically, and expressing it lyrically,” it

was in the pure English poems that the poet expressed himself. He

may have expressed his race in the dialect poems; they were to him

the side issues of his work, the overflowing of a life apart from his

dearest dreams. His deepest sorrow he told in “The Poet.”*

He sang of life serenely sweet,

With now and then a deeper note.

From some high peak, nigh, yet remote,

He voiced the world's absorbing heat.

He sang of love when earth was young,

And love itself, was in its lays,

But, ah, the world, it turned to praise

A jingle in a broken tongues.

This is a digression. “Preparation” is contemporaneous with

“Discovered” and “Delinquent,” but in the latter poems, he is feeling

his way to make the laughter that the world will like; in the former,

he is feeling his way to that true upward expression of the best in

him. “A little bird sits in the nest and sings” is too much of Lowell

to be true, “But the note is a prelude to better things,” reflecting as

in solution the thought of the “Vision of Sir Launfal.” Our poet

cast the poem aside as a thing of no worth, nor is it, except as it

glimpses a bit of the soul within, like Lowell’s clod “reaching up to

a soul in grass and flowers.”

' Then came the experience on the lake. It was a never-to-be-for-

gotten summer. Opportunity and youth combined with poetry and

the unsuspected beauty of the inland sea. Nature burst upon him

with a surge. He knew now to the full the beauty of the gray days

that he had dimly sung; the wind rising along the lake reeds and

shivering premonition into them; the moon scudding before the wind

clouds like a pale wraith with flung-back hair; the storm, never so

swift in its wrath as on the shores of a lake; these things entered

into his soul like a revelation. This, then, was what it all meant

—

these quivering fears and wonders of the early spring. From a little

boy, he confessed, the spring filled him with longings, unexpressed,

vague, terrible, like the fears of the night, which persisted long after

manhood. What did it mean, this terrible loneliness, this longing

for companionship, and disgust with mere human company? He

knew now. Nature had called him, and he had not been able to heed

her call, until the Lake told him how.

He had sung about “Merry Autumn” in the conventional manner;

l*e had enumerated pictures in the “Song of Summah,” and he had
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written many conventional spring poems, dialect and otherwise, from
the point of view of the spectator, but now began that passionate
oneness with Nature, that was not to leave him until he deliberately
turned his back upon her.

Beginning with that summer, he began to learn how to store up
pictures in the mind as Wordsworth did. He began, mind you, only
began to learn how to accumulate experiences that would later burst
red-hot in one phrase, one line, one stanza that combined a month’s
experiences, a season’s joy, a year’s longing in them. It is only the
true poet-heart that can do this. Whether or not it may be able to
express it in rhythm, or metre, or music, or painting, or express it at
all, is a mere matter of no moment. If these accumulated experiences
be stifled in the sweet darkness of the heart, that is no matter, they
have been; it is enough.

This faculty of stored experiences swiftly phrased may be ex-
quisitely traced in many a poem. There was in Washington a bare,
red-clay hill, open to the sun, barren of shade on its highest point,
steep of ascent, boldly near the sky—truly, almost a “heaven-kissing
hill.” Daily walks on the hill fulminate in one line in “Love’s Apo-
theosis,” the sun-kissed hill.” The white arc light of the corner lamp,
filtering through the arches of the maples on Spruce street, make for
the tender suggestion in “Lover’s Lane,” where the lovers walk side
by side under the “shadder-mekin’ ” trees. Up in the mountains of
the Catskills, where the rain fell often in July days, more often than
the lover of out-door sports would relish, there was one little phoebe-
bird, who would sing plaintively through all the rain, ending with a
mournful chirp when the sun shone out at last. His little song through
the disappointing storm was infinitely cheering, and often finds ex-
pression in the song of the human bird who listened to him.

An’ it’s moughty ha’d a-hopin’
W’en de clouds is big an’ black,
An’ all de t’ings you’s waited fu’
Has failed—er gone to wrack

—

But des keep on a joggin’ wid a little bit of song,
De mo’n is alius brightah w’en de night’s been long.

“Keep a Song Up on De Way” enshrines both the little bird and
the beloved water-fall that boomed all night under the windows. The
first and third stanzas were merrily conceived and merrily written,
a “compliment to the persistent bird.”

Oh, de clouds is mighty heavy

—

J -x v
(The cloud wraiths used to creep down the mountain side and
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literally camp in the front yard, so that one went stumbling about
in the mixture of cloud and mist.),

An' de rain is mighty thick;
Keep a song up on de way.

And de waters is a rumblin’
On de boulders in de crick,
Keep a song up on de way.

Fu’ a bird ercross de road
Is a-singin’ lak he knowed
Dat we people didn’t daih
Fu’ to try de rainy aih
Wid a song up on de way.

The power of keen observation grows in arithmetical ratio as the
soul divests itself of the littlenesses of life, the mere man-made am-
bitions, the ignoble strivings after place. The poet found new joy
in the patch-work greenery of the mountains spread out at his feet;
in the lights and shades on the fields of rye and corn and wheat and
buckwheat, making the mountains seem as if Mother Nature had
cunningly embroidered a huge cover for her summer dress. When he
discovered, on the first visit, that the ground of the potato fields
was violet, he cried aloud for joy. It had been a hard struggle to
see that the light turned violet in the shadows under the vines, but
when the realization came home, it was an exquisite sensation, worthy
to be enshrined in a tender line. Thereafter, the mountains meant
more than they had before, and subsequent visits always held out a
promise of new things to be keenly detected and shoutingly an-
nounced. The waterfall that droned all night, save when, swollen
with pride by the rain, it roared; the rain pouring down slantwise
through the skies across the fields; the clouds casting great shadows
athwart the mountain sides may have been forgotten those summers,
yet, trick-like, they return here and there in unexpected places, show-
ing how deeply they had become a part of “that inward eye, which is
the bliss of solitude,” of which Wordsworth sings. “The bird’s call
and the water’s drone,” and the “water-fall that sang all night,” from
“The Lost Dream,” were but single instances of the stored-up mem-
ories expressed years after the summers in the Catskills were them-
selves fragments of forgotten days.

In the little poem “Rain-Songs” he sings:
The rain streams down like harp-strings from the sky,
The wind, that world-old harpist, sitteth by;
And ever, as he sings his low refrain,
He plays upon the harp-strings of the rain.

This came long after the simile of the harp-strings had been dis-
covered, exulted over and laid aside on the tables of his memory.
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One more recollection of those days in the mountains is worth
recording. The first time the song of the whip-poor-will came to him,
he was amused. Plaintive it is to all who hear it for the first time,
but to him it suggested tattling, from its nervous haste, its gasping
intake of breath, like a little boy trying to clear himself from fault,
yet half pleading that his companion in misdeeds be let go unpunished.
The poet queried with much anxiety of every one on the place, was the
cry “Whip-poor-will” a command, or was it “Whip-poor-will” a pa-
thetic question and hoping of Will’s final exoneration? It was a

whimsical turn that he gave to the cry of the night-bird, and the
shrill insistence of the katy-did in the little poem “Whip-poor-Will
and Katy-Did,” when he wants to know why one must “Whip-poor-
Will,” when we know from the song of the insect that it was Katy
who did?

This humorous outlook on Nature is a quaint turn of mind that
few poets posses. Nature is stern, awful, sweet, sympathetic, lov-

able, but hardly humorous, so the world thinks. Yet where are there
such exquisite manifestations of humor to be found in the man-
made world about us? Nature’s humor is grim sometimes, tricksy
sometimes, dainty ofttimes, and sternly practical many times. To
view life with humor is as Nature intended us to do. The gods must
laugh, else where did men learn how?

This apropos of West Medford, Massachusetts. Here he visited
thrice, and confessed that the place held for him the charm of hallowed
association, which all the country near Boston must have for the
world born outside Massachusetts, which still rules the minds of the
hoi polloi with the potent sway of the nearest approach in this coun-
try to anything like reposeful ease and culture. But historic spots
and monuments and powder mills of Revolutionary fame and battle-
fields meant but little after a while to the poet. Middlesex county
abounds in rivers—were they fishable? Fishing was his one pastime,
which he loved ardently, passionately, with the devotion of the true
fisherman. Was there a river? Then the next question, “How is

the fishing?” Walton’s “Compleat Angler,” is all right to read, but
better to live. Anyhow it contains too many recipes for cooking. Van
Dyke’s “Fisherman’s Luck” is better, particularly as the book is

dedicated to the “Lady in Gray.” Fishing and the color gray! His
favorite sport and color; an unforgettable combination.

So the streams in the Catskills were deliciously suggestive of
mountain trout, and even native indolence and poor health did not
prevent him from arising one Fourth of July morning at three o'clock,
and taking with him all the valiant souls who would go, to hie them
to an over-fished stream, where the most carefully chosen flies only
made the trout sniff and flirt themselves arrogantly; and where the
unsportsmanlike women, having found a cool pool to use as a re-
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frigerator, were stupid enough to try to tempt sophisticated suckers
to bite—and that after a fierce cannonading of fire-crackers in honor
of their early patriotism.

So West Medford suggested fishing, wonderful possibilities. What
though Longfellow had enshrined the Mystic in the Hall of Fame by
the lines in Paul Revere’s Ride? That was no matter. Anything as
brown and dimpled and slow as that river must be fishable. Thus
he decided on his first visit and came back to investigate when there
was more time, and lo ! The result he humorously enshrined in the
“Ballade.”

By Mystic’s bank I held my dream,
(I held my fishing rod as well)

;

The vision was of dace and bream,
A fruitless vision, sooth to tell.

*****
Oh, once loved, sluggish, darkling stream,
For me no more thy waters swell,

Thy music now the engines’ scream,
Thy fragrance now the factory’s smell.

*****
Thy wooded lanes with shade and gleam
Where bloomed the fragrant asphodel.

*****
Poor Mystic ! “Arcadia now has trolley lines,” mourns the poet,

and so wends his way home to put up his fishing rod, and pack away
the reel until the streams of the Rocky Mountains lure the basket
and rod out again.

To the soul born inland, the sea is always a revelation, and a

wonder-working experience in the life. The man born near the sea,

who has been reared near its beauty and wonder, whose soul has
learned early in life to enter into its moods, to understand its gentle-

ness and not to fear its grimness, whose life has been attuned to

the roar of the breakers and the purl of its littlest white waves,
such a man can scarcely understand the rush and uplift that comes
to the inland man who sees the ocean in his maturity for the first

time. Such was the tidal wave that swept over the poet when the
ocean burst upon his view. And like all those born inland, when
once the fascination of the sea possesses them, it. becomes more ex-

quisitely a part of the whole nature than even, it does in the case
of the one born on the shores of the sea. When the sea became a
part of the poet’s life, it wrapped itself naturally, into his verse

—

but hardly ever disassociated from the human element. Humanity and
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the ocean melted into one indistinguishable mist, even as Words-
worth’s moors were always peopled with one shadowy figure so in-

distinct that it merged into the grayness of the horizon. There is

no hint of the sea, save from the hearsay point, in the first published

volume of poems, but before the second came, Narragansett Pier had
opened his eyes to the mystic beauty of the ocean, and his soul to its

turbulence. The journey to England made him familiar with the

gray nothingness of mid-ocean, and life subsequently meant fre-

quent pilgrimages to the seashore. Gray skies and gray sea; these

meant most to him; sombreness and gloom seemed part of the real

meaning of the ocean. One need not seek in the life of the poet a kin-

ship between love of the serious aspects of nature and a fancied

wrong or injury in life. Because Milton always loved the moon
veiled in clouds is no reason why we should conclude that early and
unfortunate loves left him unable to view skies moonlit and cloudless

without sorrow. Because Keats found passionate intensity of emo-
tion in the mere aspect of Grecian beauty, a passion that saddened
him, is no reason why we should conclude that Greece had wronged
him or that beauty had wrecked his life. A poet is a poet because
he understands; because he is born with a divine kinship with all

things, and he is a poet in direct ratio to his power of sympathy.
Something of this, emanating from his own experience the poet

shows in his poem “Sympathy.”

“I know what the caged bird feel, alas!”

The iron grating of the book stacks in the Library of Congress

suggested to him the bars of the bird’s cage. June and July days
are hot. All out of doors called and the trees of the shaded streets

of Washington were tantalizingly suggestive of his beloved streams

and fields. The torrid sun poured its rays down into the courtyard

of the library and heated the iron grilling of the book stacks until

they were like prison bars in more senses than one. The dry dust of

the dry books (ironic incongruity!—a poet shut up in an iron cage
with medical works), rasped sharply in his hot throat, and he under-

stood how the bird felt when it beat its wings against its cage.

When he went down to Arundel-on-the-Bay—picturesque name
of a picturesque place—he was thrilled as though stepping on hal-

lowed ground. This was the Eastern Shore that gave birth to Doug-
lass. More than the Boston Common, which memorized Attucks and
deified Robert Gould Shaw and inspired his best sonnets, this was near
the home of the idol of his youthful dreams, the true friend of his

enthusiastic youth. The place was wild after the fashion of the shore

of the Chesapeake; it seemed almost home to him—and the fishing was
excellent. He enshrined it in his memory, and later came the poem
“The Eastern Shore.” It was written months after the lure of the
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bay had been forgotten whe;i the skies swirled snow down on a shiver-
ing city, and the mind warmed the body as it harked back to the hot
days of July under the burning skies and over the clean-washed sands
of the Chesapeake Bay. One more poem the eastern shore inspired,
“The Memory of Martha.” The story “The Memory of Martha” be-
ing finished, the poet found himself rushed onward with a mighty
sympathy for the man he had created, whose wife had left him for
the unknown. It was the poet-heart throbbing in sympathy with the
woes of the universe. He was the old husband, mourning his loss,

even as when he wrote “Two Little Boots”; he was, for the time being,
the broken-hearted mother, mourning over the little shoes. He wept
as he wrote the poem, both poems in fact, and then laughed at his
own tears—no immediate animus for either poem, just the overflow-
ing of an understanding soul over a fancied grief.

Sometimes with him the memory of the words of another author
commingled with a landscape, and then there is a rare combination
of verse. It was when in the dire grip of pneumonia that the oft-

reiterated desire, perhaps delirious, certainly comic, came for “A bear
story, just one little bear story,” to be read aloud to him. .blessed

fortune it was then that Ernest Thompson-Seton was just giving to
the world his inimitable “Wild Animals I Have Known,” and fever
or no fever, the poet must revel into forgetfulness of pain in listening
to the woes of Raggy-lug, and the too canny wolves and bears. It

made a review of the “Jungle Book” a delightful process, and invited
a re-persual of Bliss Carman’s poems. When the Catskills burst
upon his delighted vision a while later, what more natural than that
To the Road,” with its hint of Carman should enshrine the little

white road winding up the mountain side?

Cool is the wind, for the summer is waning

—

Who’s for the road?
Sun-flecked and soft where the dead leaves are raining,
Knapsack and alpenstock press hand and shoulder

—

Merriment here, loud and long, because any old dead branch when
carried on a walk became dignified by the name of alpenstock, and the
leather chatelaine purse of the companion in tramping became a
knapsack.

The “Forest Greeting” enshrined both Kipling and Thompson-
Seton. “Good Hunting,” from the cry of the wood brothers in the
“Jungle Book,” but the mourning was for the wounded animals, the
funeral wail of the little ones left alone to whose sufferings Thompson-
Seton was the first to call attention in an unsentimental way.

All this newly-acquired love of the wee things of Nature and life
had taught him to let the smallest suggestions find expression in the
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quamies* turns of com.c verse. The east winds from the Massa-
chusetts Bay howl around the houses of West Medford, and their
piercing Woo—oo—ee!” suggested the “Boogah Man,” written for

e very tiny maiden of two years, who persisted in hugging hisavuncular shoes when he wanted to write sonnets about Harriet
Beecher Stowe and Robert Gould Shaw. How can one work? he asked
fretfully, and then burst laughingly into “How’s a poet to write a son-

rP^T rYf lv
d S° daShed ° ff the poem on scraP Paper, and

“Won!lT ” fV 6

'T
11 maiden

’ Wh° thereuP°n suggested that the

• V?, ,
Wmd Was a "Boogah Man.” So that was written

immediately, dramatizing it as he wrote, much to her delight.
The dramatic instinct was strong behind the delicate perception

of the power of suggestion. One must dramatize the poems as theywere written, white hot. So, when “The Dance” and “The Valse”were penned, the metre must be dramatized in order to get it right*
anapcsfc tetrameter admits of no limping lines; so one must waltz’,

wedT? in
6 m °rder that there be n0 fauI‘y rhythm. It waswell that there were good dancers in the household to be sure there

wWstle d

C°r
.

re

f
metre

' ;
WhiStH"e Sam ” was troublesome. All had towhistle Sam s tunes, and then the music teacher must come and playthem out on the piano, and transcribe the musical notation to besure there were no mistakes.

Suggestion-that power of making one idea bring out a poemapparently ^reign to the original thought—was never more humor-
ously exemplified than in “Lias” and “Dat 01’ Mare o’ Mine ” both
products of that winter in Colorado. “Dat 01’ Mare” was a weirdand eccentric maiden horse of uncertain age and dubious ancestry,whose ideas were diametrically opposed to any preconceived notions

,

one might suppose horses in general and Colorado horses in partic-
;

ular to have. But she would come home “on de ve’y da’kest night,”
i without guidance, even if she did betray doubtful pre-ownership in the

day-time when an exasperated and embarrassed i woman drove her into
,
Arapahoe street, the end of the ranch road, upon which street she
would make frequent, unpsychological and embarrassing stops. But
she would come home unguided and sure, hence “Dat 01’ Mare o’
Mine.”

There never was a “Lias,” except generically, but maternal ad-
jurations^ as to the beauty of the life of the despised early worm,
and the “early to rise” maxim generally was greeted with Homeric
laughter, and culminated in poor abused “Lias.”

Colorado! As much of a revelation of Nature as the sea! But
here was a new mother, more stern, less sure, never so capable of
intimacy. Magnificent

_
sweep of mountain range visible from the

windows of the tiny house on the ranch—one hundred and fifty miles
of Rocky Mountains, from Pike’s Peak to Long’s Peak, with all the
unnamed spurs in between! Unsurpassed sunsets, wonderful sun-
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rises that flushed the eastern prairies, and reflected badk on the

snows of the mountains in the west, so that the universe went
suffused in a riotous prismatic color scheme; the meadow lark perched
on the eaves of the house, tossing golden liquid sweetness to the high
clear heavens; cowboys herding unwilling cattle across the horizon,

miles and miles away; clear ozone, thin air which pierced the lungs
and made them expand, sharp extremes in January from 60 degrees
above to 30 degrees below. Here was Nature, untamed, unconfined,

unfamiliar, wild. It went to the head like new wine, and ideas came

“DAT OL’ MARE O’ MINE”

rushing, fulminating, fructifying. One forgot sometimes, and it be-

came comic when forgetting that the altitude of Denver and the sur-

rounding land of 5200 feet or more was just becoming familiar; one
rushed fearlessly into the higher strata of other towns, like Lead-
ville and Colorado Springs, and was brought sharp up against the

stubborn fact that rarity of air is not to be tampered with by the

tenderfoot.
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But the longing for the beloved East persisted, and though two
novels and some short stories came forth that winter, the verse haltedbecause the heart was elsewhere. “A Warm Day in Winter" and
Spring Fever are both suggestive of the East, vet both were de-

scr.pt,ve of days in Harmon. In the darkness of the night came the
sound of a herd of cattle, padding feet echoing through closed doors,
and so the simile of a race struggling slowly through the dark was
born, and the poem “Slow Through the Dark” came to life:

Slow moves the pageant of a climbing race;
Their footsteps drag far, far below the height

—

The spectacle of a small caravan climbing the heights of the
mountains in the far distance, up the steep winding road that crept
whitely out of sight across the snow-capped boulders, was pregnant
with the same suggestion. So came to his mind “By Rugged Ways”:

By rugged ways and through the night
We struggle blindly toward the light.

These two poems were always among his favorites. The darker
side of the problems of the race life was being brought home more
and more forcibly to him as he grew older, and the stern ruggedness

, of nature in the Rocky Mountains forced him to a realization of the
I grim problems of the world’s work.

As the herd of cattle climbing the sides of the mountain sug-gested something more than insensate animals struggling toward foodand shelter, so the trifle of a brick side yard, damp and shut in byhigh brick walls of the two houses on each side, made for a riot of odd
little poems. There were many poems born out of the fulness of the
eart, out of a suggestion of long ago, from a picture, from a book,rom a chance expression. Many were truly lyrical in that they were

the record of the “best and happiest moments.” as Shellev nuts it Somany were truly poetic in that they were the record of' the divine
oneness with all mankind and all nature, and so many were like thatgroup of November poems in that they were merelv experiments in the

I power of suggestion.

If a short brick walk between two brick walls of two city houses
does suggest a cloistered walk of a monastery, what, then, does

•
l

And lf that Walk be damp
’ as Perforce it must be, and if

|

violet beds grow on the side, wild rank things, pushing through thebrick crevices and allowed to remain because the inmates of the houseare sentimentally fond of violets—even wild ones that grow in city back

f
ardS~-hat m6*e naturaI than tha* all kinds of cool, damp, cloistered

hnrn
S

‘‘T
the tiny Sp°t? So in one di™ ™rabilis wereborn To a Violet Found on All Saint’s Day,” “The Monk's Walk "
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“The Murdered Lover,” “Love’s Castle,” Weltschmertz,” “My Lady

of Castle Grand,” and- “In the Tents at Akbar.”

It is a base libel, much advertised and bruited abroad, to label

the exquisite “Violet Found on All Saints’ Day” as a vulgar premoni-

tion. Within the one little flower was all the lesson of “The Seedling,”

fruition now, less Tennyson, more filled with the understanding of ma-

turity. The poet had been told by those near him, who once had lived

in a Roman Catholic community, that on All Saints’ Day every one

goes to the cemeteries laden with flowers to lay on the graves of the

loved lost ones. He had always loved the custom and he remembered

each All Saints’ Day with a tender sympathy. So he saw in the violet

not a premonition of despair, but a sweet effort on its part to bloom

in memory of man’s sorrows.

The chill November winds; following an unusually riotously

beautiful Indian summer, waved the bird’s nest in the Virginia

creeper on the house next door, and “Weltschmertz” came forth, his

deepest sympathy with all the woe of the world—complete universality

of the true poet, nothing personal, merely infinite. The line “Count

me a priest” betrays its cloister sisterhood. “The Monk’s Walk”

was near enough to the original idea of a monastery, but it evolved

into the “Murdered Lover.” The little walk grew to mean cloisters,

castles, priests, knights—even “My Lady of Castle Grand, by the

process of suggestion comes to life, for what so medieval as a castle

with an inverted Lady of Shalott?

The medieval fancy ran riot then, and though it seems a far cry

from Tennyson’s “Lady of Shalott” to Bayard Taylor’s “Bedouin

Love Song,” yet such a bridge does the poet’s fancy make from reality

to dreamland, that all strange fancies clustered about that cloistered

walk, and his imagination careened out into the desert sands “In the

Tents of Akbar,” because the “Murdered Lover” of the poem, written

in the morning, suggested the murdered dancing girl under the burn-

ing skies, and the grief of Akbar rent his heart in the evening. It is

the exceptional mind that drags its pitifully methodical way through

conventional, well-worn grooves of thought. One who thinks at all

thinks by leaps and bounds, ranging all the universe, touching but

tangentially the thought suggested by the last thought, and then

winging swift flight elsewhere. Else wherefore think? Ope might

as well ruminate. The poet puts wings to his words, as Homer

phrases it, “winged words,” and lo, a poem is born. And three or four

great poems may have the same trivial place of conception, or a great

soul-shaking experience may culminate in a line. Else why write

poetry?

The power of Mother Nature having once entered into the poet-

soul, it could never leave altogether. When the day came that he

turned his back upon her deliberately, she did not avenge herself,
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but persisted in the haunting line, the pregnant phrase, the tender
mood, albeit dimmer in each succeeding poem. For she gathers all
her children to her breast and croons them melodies that will last
through all eternity, if they will have them last; and even when the
petulant children stop their ears, the inward ear listens to the great
mother heart and heeds its call.

Wilmington, Del.

THE POET LAUREATE OF THE NEGRO RACE

W. S. Scarborough, LL. D. »

DEAN HOWELLS, Edmund Clarence
in, Eugene Field, James Whitcomb Riley,
Lane Allen and Robert Ingersoll were the
diich named Paul Laurence Dunbar poet
e of the Negro race.

. Davis W. Clark, of Boston, in speaking
poet, says: “But, when all is said, his

true distinction lies in the fact that he interpreted
the particular to the universal, the Negro to the whole human race.
He demonstrated, tqo, by his own genius that the Negro also belongs
to the divine family on earth, in spite of all prejudiced denial. He
easily molded the white man’s language into the' modes of thought of
the black man and vice versa; thus showing that they are inter-
changeable. So the community of genius is illustrated and proven.
The accident of his seniority as the poet of his race would alone
insure him a permanent place. 1

He is the first among ten million. Again, he did not inherit, he
originated. His race had nothing to transmit in the way of literary
or poetic instinct or training. That this young Negro should take
up what has heretofore been the white man’s own distinctive art,
and excel and surpass in it, is the marvel of the hour. The Cau-
casian’s wealth of literary inheritance and training of several millen-
niums seemed to give him no advantage over the meagerly furnished
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ar.d heavily handicapped son of Ham. Right worthily, then, is Paul
Laurence Dunbar “laurel-decked.”* Thus does Dr. Clark emphasize
the appropriatness of the verdict of these eminent men.

The Unveiling of the Poet’s Monument

It was June 26, 1909, that the white citizens of Dayton, Ohio,
paid a tribute to the memory of the dead poet by unveiling a monu-
ment in his honor erected by popular subscription and locating it in
harmony with the poet’s expressed wish under a willow, near a pool
of water and not beyond the noises of the road. (See “Death’s Song.”)

It was a beautiful sight, more than a thousand of Dayton’s best
citizens had gathered at his tomb that beautiful morning in June,
seemingly vying with one another in paying respect to the memory
of one cf their most distinguished dead—Paul Laurence Dunbar.
James Whitcomb Riley was there. It was he who whispered his con-
dolence in the ear of the poet’s mother over the long distance telephone,
“not trusting his pen or waiting for the mail.” Others eminent in
poetry and prose and national in reputation were present to do honbr
to his memory. The Philharmonic Society—seventy in number—com-
posed of Dayton’s best white musicians, men and women, sang as hymns
the poet’s words set to music. It was indeed a gathering for an un-
usual purpose. It was not that a memorial to a great citizen was an
extraordinary occurrence, for this is almost a daily happening. But
it was a remarkable thing that such a gathering should be in memory
of a man not only of humble birth, but one of the darker race—one
with a sable skin, the badge of servitude and oppression that has been
the Negro’s lot for so many years. But on that day race and color
were lost sight of and the Gem City of Ohio was proud to honor its
distinguished son who had helped to give it fame—to hopor him be-
cause of his worth, his genius, his work.

The old adage that a prophet is not without honor save in his
own country is another instance of the falsity of so many popular
sayings; for in that beautiful city where Paul Laurence Dunbar was
reared, where he made his home and gathered to himself friends—
here he was most highly honored; and in that memorial to him they
not only did honor to an individual man of color who had lived and
wrought so well as to deserve recognition by his fellows, but they did
honor to an entire race, and to mankind regardless of race.

A s I considered that splendid tribute to the Negro poet, as I
dwelt upon the meaning of such an expression of appreciation of his

An extract from the address delivered by Dr. D. W. Clark, of Boston, at the
unveiling of the poet’s monument in Dayton's most beautiful cemetery and on the
most beautiful knoll in that cemetery. The other orator was the writer of this
appreciation of the poet.
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greatness, my heart swelled with pride and gratitude that in this
day and generation such a thing is possible. And I was more and
more convinced that, after all, the possibilities of any race are to be
finally determined by the heights reached by its men of intellect, of
brain, of genius—men of power who are able to touch the hearts and
stir the pulses of the world by their marvelous ability for delineation
by pen, brush or chisel—men who rise in the realm of the fine arts
and command the world to listen, to gaze, to admire, to respect, to

praise their efforts. That tribute to Dunbar by his white fellow
citizens showed that after all genius is not a matter of race, color
or condition, and that it will win its way forward and upward. The
men and women who possess it are the ones who will raise a people
to higher planes. These are the ones who will give this same people
a place among the nations of the earth. These are the ones that
we especially praise and honor.

But the Negro race has had such men scattered throughout its
history—men of color who have distinguished themselves. We do
not need to go back to the centuries when Bagay or Cugoano or Vassa
lived for such material to declare the Negro’s ability. The last
century has given the world a proud list from which we may draw
examples of Negro greatness in the higher walks of life.

I recall with pleasure the sight of a bronze figure in the Place
Malesherbes of Paris which was the work of the great artist and
sculptor Dore. It is that of Alexander Dumas pere

, France’s great
Negro historical romancer, who has enchanted the world with his
story-telling genius.

Dumas, the father, and Dumas, the son, both have carved a
niche for the race where their names are imperishably written, and
France is proud to honor them. Twenty-three years ago Russia did
honor to another Negro as we did honor Dunbar five years ago. Then
the statue of Alexander Pushkin, acknowledged as Russia’s greatest
poet, was unveiled in Moscow to an admiring people who celebrated
thus the literary achievements of the Negro “poet of the Caucasus.”
Pushkin’s name is immortal in Russian hearts.

Down the list we may come to touch Phyllis Wheatley, whose
powers drew a tribute from George Washington; to Banneker, who
astounded the world with his scientific astronomical calculations

—

down to the present where the names cluster more thickly, because
of honors won; Edmonia Lewis, who from Rome made her fame as
a sculptress and Henry Tanner, whose fame as an artist has reached
the coveted recognition of the French Government. These, with
Douglass and Washington and Du Bois, and a host of others, have
proved to the world that the “Souls of Black Folk” differ not from
other souls in high impulses, aspirations, and even genius.

Russia and France are proud of their sable writers, each of
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whom stamped his own personality upon the literature of his nation,

and why should not America possess the same pride?

When we come down to modern times and review the field as it is

stretched out before us, there is no literary character that stands

higher than Paul Laurence Dunbar. We speak of Longfellow and

Whittier and Bryant and Lowell, and other great American poets,

and speak of them with rightful pride; but to my mind not one of

them" was a sweeter singer than Paul Laurence Dunbar. He sang

with equal freedom and boldness, he sang with equal musical rhythm,

he sang with their grace and beauty, and he sang of the desires, the

struggles, the ambitions, the aspirations of a people that seemed to

have no future. In his song he has helped pave the way for a future

for his race. He has hewn out a path, has trodden the ground for

others to follow, and what was possible in his case is possible for

others.

The very fact that he made his way to the front from humble

origin and against tremendous odds shows the power of a soul.

Paul Laurence Dunbar was no prodigy, no bundle of eccentrici-

ties, no Blind Tom whose powers in one direction were miraculous and

balanced by the dwarfing of all else in his nature and character. He

was a normal man in every respect and as such is to be judged as

every other man of letters.

In all nations it is an accepted fact that the literature of a people

is influenced by four things. The race of the writer is to be taken

in consideration as well as the epoch in which he lives and the

immediate environment about him. We do not except from this rule

the one whose name we honored at the unveiling of the monument

erected by popular subscription by his friends of the white race.

Paul Laurence Dunbar was of African ancestry. It could not be

claimed that a large percentage of his ability was due to the amount

of Caucasian blood in his veins. He represented the Negro in

America in letters as few others who have reached eminence could

do. I would emphasize that his gift of song was pre-eminently

racial. He had the happy gaiety and the weird imagination of his

race. He sang from his heart as the race has sung ever since it

was brought to these shores. It is shown in his dialect poems where

the same wonderful combination of Aesopian wisdom and imaginative

humor that have made Harris’ African stories so famous is evidenced

at every turn.

He felt for his race, and as his race he sang with the heart and

tongue of his people. It was not all joy. Sorrow and sadness crept in.

The changeful moods were his, and so his poems met the moods of

mankind and won a place in hearts, which must be done to win a
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way to fame. He was a child of nature. The wind dared him tosong: the spring warmed in his veins when the

“Grass commence a-comin’
Throo de thawin’ groun’.”

And summer lured him with the

“Pines a-smellin’ in de wood.”

Like all other writers, he was also influenced by his environment,w ich here was closely allied to racial influence and had a strong swayover his works, imbuing them with the touch and personality that
have made their peculiar charm.

Every phase of Negro life has been caught by his pen as by a
camera. The simplest and homeliest life about him threw upon his
brain indelible pictures that he transformed to liquid notes of song,
sparkling with grace and vivid imagination. The life of the fireside,
the field, the cabin, the wood, the stream—all gave him happy themes
for his gift to play upon. The peculiar traits of his people, their
quaint characteristics, their propensities and inclinations all received
a oving, tender tribute at his hand as he wove them into immortal
verse.

The third influence—the epoch—shows comparatively little in-
fluence over his works. Here and there we find him centralizing
thought upon the spirit of the times about him. It was an age of peacem Du.. bar’s years, so his muse was not stirred to clarion tones, butwhen the blind rage of mob violence pursued his people, his “Talking
Oak showed how his heart was stirred; and when Frederick
Douglass died he mourned in an elegy that showed the true poetic
fire ablaze from the friction of life about him, but his prose hasshown this influence of the world ideas about him far more than his
poetry for Dunbar’s literary fertility was not confined to the poetic
field alone.

Largely influenced by race and environment in his writings yet
one other influence that has always been the mightiest in the liter-
ature of any people was also his. This was Genius. We cannot
account for genius in any people. It springs up and no one can
trace it. It comes more often from the lowliest surroundings The
soul that comes from Nature’s God, that lives close to Nature, that
sees life clearly, that knows other souls by mysterious affinity—that
soul is born and carries its possessor into the upper realms where
but few can follow, and we call it genius.

Paul Laurence Dunbar had genius. Only a genius could havesung as he has sung, only a genius could have triumphed as he hastriumphed only a genius could have made a permanent place inAmerican literature for himself as he has done. His death was
untimely. His career was not completed. What might he not have

'* '
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done had more years been given him? But God—who took him—
knew best. And here we may repeat that whatever definition we
may give genius, the fact is that no man possessing such as Dunbar
possessed can ever be kept down. Genius forces its way upward.
It demands recognition. Dunbar’s native powers forced the world
to give him place and to sing his praises. I remember in Europe
when, on a special occasion, his name was mentioned before an audi-
ence, that the people vied in enthusiastic applause for the black boy
who had sung himself into prominence by the greatness of his intel-
lectual powers. If this side of Negro life—the literary side—could
be dwelt upon more, if the career made by one like Paul Laurence
Dunbar could be held up more before the world, if the intellectual
progress of the Negro could be taken up for consideration to a greater
extent, and if the distance that he has come from the days of slavery
to the present could form the subject of more speeches and orations,
I feel very sure that the people of America would be willing to grant
the black man a hearing and a more favorable consideration in the
matters that make for the highest good of the race.

If the literature of Dunbar is taken upon its merits, we feel that
both the prose and poetry of others of the race will be likewise favor-
ably regarded, and in that sense the Negro people will be benefited.
I he lives of such men as Dunbar, Tanner and Du Bois, who have
with others made a future for the people along higher lines, should
inspire us all. There are many of the race here and there in nearly
every city, building slowly but surely in literature and art and are
making a way for those who are to follow.

Greatness does not come to every man even though he may work
for it, but there are some who by their own power of mind and
personality tower above the common people, thereby showing that
greatness is limited to r.o one people and to no one class of people.
Mr. Dunbar was one of this class. His life, as has been said, was
a brilliant one in a literary sense. He was a prolific writer as well.
The large number of volumes emanating from his pen and the great
interest manifested by the public at large in his works clearly prove
that his powers were fed from a perennial spring.

Their freshness and virility both astonished and pleased the
waiting public, which continually called, like Oliver Twist, for more,
and continually gave a spontaneous meed of praise for every new
effort.

He died in the harness, so to speak, with a volume incomplete.
Why the Creator saw fit to remove him from the scene of his
earthly labors at his early age man cannot tell. We feel the loss
as a race of a brilliant man and helper of his people. He has
dropped his mantle. Upon whose shoulders it will fall, time alone
can tell, but it is due his fame to say that we would eagerly applaud
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the singer of color who may prove worthy to wear it. We have
lamented the loss of such men as Douglass and Crumwell and Payne,
men on whom the years bore heavily, but Dunbar was young, in his

prime, and greater things were to be achieved. We needed him, as

we need all strong literary characters, to help a people to a standing

place in the world of letters. Yet his life, his work—this memorial

—

all must ever be an inspiration to every Negro youth to set his feet

in the paths for higher things, to be determined to win spurs in some
great ambitious effort to compel the recognition of the world for

some great achievement.

Every person of color should feel under lasting gratitude to our
honored poet for the position he won for his people; and the race

must never fail to show that gratitude, not only for this fact, but for

every phase of recognition accorded him by other races.

I say his life, with its crown of laurel, should be an inspiration

to the Negro people, and I also say that it should be a lesson for the

critics of the race. To those who do well, the recognition befitting

their merits should be given. As his mother had reason to be proud
of such a son, so the City of Dayton had reason to be proud of such
a citizen, and this great State of Ohio should feel itself also honored
by such a career of such an illustrious citizen.

I considered it an honor that I was able on that occasion to

stand over his monument and in the name of the Negro people, and,

in the name of humanity, thank all those of that great city who had
joined to raise such a memorial to the honyr of this sweet American
bard, to thank them all regardless of race or color, who had risen

to such heights in honoring this poet of sable hue, to congratulate
all that race, color or creed was not allowed to dampen ardor or be

an obstacle in honoring their fellow-townsman. Ohio was honored
by that tribute. America was honored by it, and that clay should
ever be a proud one in the annals of that city and its people. There
Dunbar spent his youth; there he developed his talent; there he laid

down his work, and while we add a laurel leaf to the chaplet which
fame placed upon his living brow, we declare that

“The great work laid upon his short years
Is done, and well done.”

Such lives are blessings in the world at large. God lends them to

the world to show that mind knows no race—that we are all brothers,

differing from one another only as gifts and graces differ—that the
Creator is our common Father through whose gracious kindness such
lives spring up, blossom and bear fruit to prove the immortality of

the soul.

Dunbar will never die, even though his body lies buried in the
earth. His soul of song will continue to re-echo in the hearts of men,
and the brightness and beauty, the humor and pathos, the tenderness
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and sympathy with which he has enriched the world will rest like a
benediction upon us all for all time to come. Yes, Dunbar still lives
in his songs and in our hearts—the same earnest, sincere, gentle,
genial soul that we knew so well in his earthly years. His gentle
spirit today hovers over the home he loved so well, and the city dear
to his heart, and though he has gone to take his rest, that spirit will
be a guardian angel, blessing all for the greatness of heart and soul
that has evoked that tribute from a grateful, appreciative people.

His wish was fulfilled. He sleeps among his fellow-citizens, as
he begged in his touching “Death Song.”

“Let me settle w'en my shouldahs draps dey load
High enough to hyeah de noises in de road;
Fu’ I t’ink de las’ long res’
Gwine to soothe my sperrit bes’
Ef Ps layin’ 'mong de t’ings I’s alius knowed.

Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, Ohio.
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Personalia

Born, Dayton, Ohio, June 27, 1872. Died, Dayton, Ohio, February
9, 1906. Mother, emancipated slave. Father, slave, escaped from
Kentucky to Canada via underground railway. Educated Dayton
common schools. Graduated, Steele High School, Dayton, 1891.
Wrote class poem. Editor-in-chief High School Times, 1891.
President Philomathean Society, 1891. Only colored man ever elected
to above two positions. Clerk in Haytian Building, World's Fair,
Chicago, 1893. Tendered a reception by the staff of the Century
Magazine, New York, Richard Watson Gilder presiding, 1896. Tour
of England reading and reciting, 1896, eight months. Guest of the
Hon. John Hay, Henry M. Stanley, the Savage Club, the Royal
Geographical Society, etc., London 1897. Employments while in
school, and early part of literary career, elevator boy, court page,
and position in Congressional Library, Washington, D. C. Married
Alice Moore, New York City, 1898. Miss Moore is school teacher,
short-story, magazine writer, and author of two volumes: “Violets
and Other Tales,” and “The Goodness of Saint Roque.” His last
dialect poem was entitled, “Sling Along.” Among his last poems
was one entitled, “Equipment.” Four stanzas refer to himself. His
last poem, one stanza, was addressed to his friend, Dr. Burns, who
was also his physician and who died three months before Dunbar.
These as yet unpublished.
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THE COLOR PROBLEM FALLACY

By W. H. A. Moore

HAVE never been fully able to understand why an

individual who could sanely and capably discuss

most questions of varying moment should lose his

mental balance when he came to a contemplation

of the American “Color Problem.” There are

many highly efficient men in the public service in

American life who, possessing unusual qualities

of character and intellect, become mere irrespon-

sibles when they come face to face with this vexing question.

Vaguely and almost intuitively the American people have grown to

feel that they are burdened with the weight of a problem which is

imposing a tax of sinister proportions on the approved social order

of the day. One need have no quarrel with this fear. The removal

of the fear and the elimination of the evil will not come to us through

the channels and animadversions of controversy. And yet it may not

be amiss to dispassionately discuss some of the underlying causes

and misconceptions that have given substance to this very unhappy

temper of social disposition.

(II)

In the first instance it is very generally conceded that our black

population has not gone very far along the road to social efficiency.

It is still groping in the byways on the plane of “appetite and

emotion.” It possesses, as a consequence, a contracted moral vision

and a very inept social aspiration. Any attempt to gainsay these

conclusions will be met immediately, and in the main successfully,

with an overwhelming precipitation of proof staggering in its im-

petuosity, if not wholly convincing in the final terms of its conclusions.

No account need be taken of the “depths” from which the Negro

has come. These same “depths” have been measured by his “brother

in white.” What must be conceded at this point is the fact that the

145
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present social impulse of the American Negro is a hectic flush on the
face of American life and therefore shows a warning that the body
politic is diseased and in sorry need of immediate and drastic treat-
ment. Men may differ as to the character of treatment that should
be administered, as they have a right to, but there can be no disputing

the fact that treatment is required and should be formulated at the
earliest possible moment. Patriots there are in plenty, black and
white, who are losing many precious hours of sleep in what appears
to be a fruitless endeavor to get at the heart of this social aggrava-
tion. Learned and wise fellows they are, every one of them, and

completely obsessed by the impulse to serve the highest human needs.

This is as it should be. This is as it has ever been. The “nothing

new under the sun” idea is as plainly evident today as it was a little

more than a century ago, when criminally disposed Britishers were
indentured to a species of slavery, which shows its untoward impress
on a very 'Considerable element of the American people, even in this

day and time. But I believe the real thing at issue is the need for
rational and high purposed discussion of the “Problem.” This I

admit is a problem within itself. The insistencies of dominance are
not only arbitrary, they are blinding. Whenever the designs of the
democratic instinct are thwarted for even a brief neriod there comes
the blind fury of a civil war or the dogged determination of the
dominant element to maintain its sway to the very verge of revolution.
The dominant element in the American Democracy expresses clearly
this constitutional weakness of the democratic foYm of social insti-

tutions. It is blindly unreasoning, therefore it is ugly cf aspect
whenever it comes to imagining that its social and political domi-
nance is even remotely menaced. It does not take into account that
it may be doing the things which can not conserve the preservation
of a worth-while social health. That does not and has never given
it concern. It simply cries out against the threatened overthrow
of its cherished social ideals and then proceeds, immediately, to
provide punishment to fit the atrociousness of the crime committed.
The inherent difference between preachment and practice is not easily
defined when it comes to the making of an application of whatever
character of principles for the moment may be involved. In all the
larger expressions of the democratic social impulse we have seen that
the kingly prerogatives are simply shifted from the throne of the
individual ambassador to the abiding place of the aggregated in-
dividual—the rule of the majority. This rule has proven itself none
the less arbitrary when occasion demanded, and none the more wise
when called upon to exercise the fuller functions of its judgments.
In the final wisdom of the people we may have sensible faith. We
may 50

^
ar

*
^ fancy, as to say that the majority means what it

avers when it declares for full equality and prays for simple justice.
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For whatever progress society has made in the procurement of

healthy social environments has come to us through the proposal

that each one of the social units shall have the equal chance and
receive the equal reward. We may be reasonably sure, however,
that wherever there is manifest an indisposition to apply the precepts

of preachment to the purposes of practice that, the time for reasoning
together has come with bed and baggage to stay until the question
is settled for weal or for woe. Civilization has come to mean not
mere display of power, not vulgar exhibition of wealth, nor arrogant
insistence of strength; but a benignant and transcendent recognition

of the social truth that the sound health of the state rests upon what
there is of sound health in the life purpose of the citizen. Democracy
feeds and flourishes upon whatever measure of sapient disposition it

brings to its application of this simple social law to the reeds of its

being. Simple, inexorable, just, it will not divert its aims, it can
not withhold its punishments. America is a great country, but she
lacks something in moral power. The American is a great citizen,

but he needs to strengthen his moral vision. '

(III)

Mere whims very often assume the proportions and potency of

a dependable social philosophy ih a democracy. This is because the

weight of responsibility is herein too loosely cast and the adminis-
tration of its purposes imposed in too many high places. For power
is not only the tour-de-force of the majority rule disposition; it is the

inspiration of its religious instinct. Its spiritual rapture is embraced
in the emotional glow created by the rasping rattle of intellectual

snare drums. Somehow it lends but an indifferent ear to the rounder
and more soulful significances emitted by the heart-strings of its

vibrant life. And thus a childish exultation marks the pleasure it

finds in a distempered variety of untoward social practices that

presage failure and lastly social effacement. Beauty is, after all,

the most rational and therefore most perfect expression of being.

By rational expression I mean that pursuit of physical or intellectual

impulse which includes the sapiency of harmonious social endeavor.
Democratic social desires predetermine a disposition to sincerely

established not only social justice for the majority, but also an impartial

administration of its intent to the life purpose of the least important
in the group. The tendency to withhold impartial administration

of the tenets of political, social and economic equity to tlie least is a
frank confession by the majority of its incapacity to rule the group.
There is what amounts to a pathetic ruling passion voicing its feeble

though insistent aspiration for the realization of the precepts of the

equal opportunity preachment now plainly apparent throughout the
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known world. That this plaint of the weak today is given small

heed by the strong of tomorrow entitles us to the right to believe

that there are those, as with the American Negro, who have not
gone very far along the road to high social efficiency. There is a

widespread protest in present-day American life against the almost
general tendency of the ruling elements to drag us down the social

scale. The fight is a stubborn one. A victory of one day is turned
into a defeat on the next. Or worse, the defender at the Armageddon
pass of political and social virtue tonight may be found looting, in

interesting forgetfulness, the hastily quitted camp of the vanquished
at the very first sign of the dawn. Appetite, if not emotion, somehow
stirs the fellow at the top and reveals him a more fortunate than
wise member of society. Astounding indeed are the monuments and
relics bequeathed to us by the great historic social groups in the light

of this startling revelation of historic fact. The human capacity for

the performance of good appears to show man to be capable of taking

but a few short steps forward in each historic period. As a matter

of fact, in many instances, it looks as though when he took a step

forward he would then, in the disposition of what we call sometimes
sheer cussedness, turn about and take two steps in the reverse direc-

tion. But a little of the good has always remained. These small

morsels of life-essence are what we are prone to call signs of human
progress. And they truly are. The inclination, however, to give

supervalue to social achievements of ordinary social worth accounts

in large measure for the slow social progress that distinguishes the

upward growth of the world’s most efficient historic social groups.

The earliest as well as the last expression of social aspiration is

herein included. The great American Republic is just now in the

throes of a struggle which seeks to acquire the clearest appreciation

of the stupendous social order it has reared. Much concern has
come to all the people. Somehow the child is sickly. Though it

was “born free and equal,’’ and has been given the “inalienable right

to life, liberty and the pursuits of happiness,” it appears to have
the social rickets, It does not walk strong and it can’t look the

sky straight in the face. This is indeed a painful realization. It

has touched the heart of the nation and it has prompted rot a few
prominent patriots to come valiantly from their places of retirement

caparisoned for the impending fray. In the meantime the women
have arisen as one man and they have buckled on an armor as

stoutly made as any worn by the good knights of another and more
romartic time than ours. It begins to seem as though the nation

might be saved. This brings forward the query, Is the nation really

in danger of disintegration? I do not believe it is. Because it is al-

most inconceivable that the American people will be content to persist

in the practice of tendencies that mean so plainly, and so inevitably,

the social as well as the political effacement of the Republic. The
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inherent native differences between the several race varieties among
the peoples of the earth are seeming and assumed, not real and vital.

A recognition of this fundamental sociological truth precludes the

retention, by anybody, of the absurd notion that one race variety is

inherently superior and another ethnologically inferior. Nature has

her own way of providing for the inadequacies of human dispositions.

Insistencies superinduced by the complacencies of self-satisfaction

are as faulty expressions of group life growth as they are of indi-

vidual life growth. Democracy can not be expressed in any other

terms than those of absolute equality. Not in equality of individual

ability to achieve, nor in equal power to perceive and enjoy; but in

the granting of the equality to do and live, democracy must be the

uncompromising social agent or else it has no place in the serious

thoughts of men.

(IV)

We hear a great deal in these times about mutual understand-

ings. “I understand him and he understands me,” is a very captivat-

ing slogan and is being used to capital advantage just now by our

Southern “brother in white.” What a cadence there is in the utter-

ance of a musical half truth. I exclaim, “half truth,” in the kindliest

of tempers. I sincerely wish there was such a thing as a mutual
understanding between the kinds in the South. But there is none and

there is small chance of there ever being one. I assume this to be

a statement of the full truth in the premises when I remember the

frank avowal, supported by a well-nigh unanimous public opinion,

that the blacks must ever maintain a subordinate position in the

political, s.ocial and economic schemes of the South in particular and
the country in general. The assumptions of vanity are easily

acquired. And as I look back, over a not very wide range of history, I

wonder why they are not as easily cast into the discards of men's
life-motive. But it appears there must needs be justification estab-

lished for the nether side of human nature. Hence we get such

untoward expressions of native group conceit as the “Know Nothing”
movement; the “white trash” social obloquy of Ante-Bellum days
in the South, and lastly, the “never can rise to the social plane of

the white man,” that just now constitutes the social war cry of a

domineering and influential element in present-day American life in

its thought of the present-day American Negro. “The fellow has
gone nowhere and he cannot think. We shall think for him, because

we understand him and he understands us.” There is a widely read

Chicago daily newspaper which goes a step farther, when sufficiently

provoked, and promises a spanking and sometimes annihilation when-
ever the Chicago Negro evinces a disposition to break away from his
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traditional political moorings. But the most comical manifestation of

this “I am God” idea it has been my fortune to observe I read in a

magazine of good repute from the pen of a famous American author

who was “Making for Manchuria” during the progress of the Russo-

Japanese War. He was attached to the Japanese army as the corre-

spondent of the magazine in which the article above referred to

appeared. He didn’t reach Manchuria. The Japanese officers took

charge of that part of his program, and he was downright “mad”
about it. And the sorry feature about the matter is that he not only

lost his temper, he forgot the fact that he was a Kentucky-bred gen-

tleman. In fact, he got so genuinely “mad” about the situation that

he likened the politely obdurate Japanese officers to an “impudent

yellow nigger in his home town,” forgetting, absolutely, that this

same “yellow nigger” may have had some of the “best blood” in

Kentucky flowing in his veins. But the real joke, in this instance,

was the fun the intelligent Japanese officers were having at the

expense of the good nature and good breeding of the famous Ken-

tucky author. Our friend did not appreciate the deeper aspects of

his unhappy situation. He was so completely obsessed with the idea

of his superiority over the Japanese officers, merely because he was
white and they were yellow, that he could not see he had not only

misunderstood them, but he had also underrated their intelligence and

had, in all probability, imbued them with a very poor opinion of his

own possession of this valuable byproduct of civilization. Being born

white and in Kentucky is not a sufficient reason for a man to hug
to his breast the notion that he is the superior of men who may be

as well bred, who may be possessed of as high a grade of intelligence,

and stand as efficiently equipped to perform the manifold offices of

general intercourse as he presumably is. And yet it is this very

unhappy general attitude that is making more and more acute the

so-called “Race Problem” in these United States of America. There

is no concerted effort being made to get at the heart of the question.

The mutual understanding dogma means nothing less than, “I under-

stand you understand I mean to have my way about this whole prop-

osition whether you will it or no.” This is all right as long as it

lasts. It may last for a day, as time goes, and it may last forever.

But of one thing we may be surely certain, there will be no peace

while it continues. This is the asseveration of a principle as old as

the hills of Jericho, if not a few years older. As I have elsewhere

pointed out, everywhere throughout the world there is present the

social unrest which grows out of the dearth of social understandings.

Coupling this fact with the maintenance of false economic systems

and we come, I believe, to the first great cause for this widespread

social unrest among the peoples of the earth. The superior social

position of the stronger race groups is maintained by the application

of certain characters of economic impositions. If the maintenance
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of these economic impositions sustained an equal temper of social

disposition in the life course of the stronger race groups themselves,

one could gracefully voice an amen and close the discussion with a

right good will. In this connection the economic crow consumed by
the South, because the “Race Problem” is pulling at the latch strirgs

of her garden gates, has played sad havoc with the salient aspirations

of her social order. The social prestige and political supremacy of

the whites must be maintained no matter what the cost. All the while

there has been coming on apace a mutual misunderstanding between
the diverse social and economic interests in the country at large.

Each is insisting that it must be served first; each is laying bare its

desire for advantages with a frankness of detail that was unknown
as late as a decade ago. The “live and let live” super-principle which
should operate in an endeavor to evolve a sightly structure of super-

democratic aspiration is not herein manifest. Indifference to the

maintenance of this life principle, or super-principle if you please,

is keeping alive sectional antagonisms and holding back whatever
chance there might otherwise be for the attainment of those mutual
understandings for which we all pray with loud but apparently

shallow-hearted desire. Where this indifference will lead us is not a

matter of conjecture, it presents the aspects of a certain fact of being
and invites the coming of an unenviable fate. As between the blacks

and the whites in this country, if two social orders must be sustained

—for the good of both, if it be so willed—each must be sanely conscious

of the right of both to live in the unhampered possession of their

respective abilities to do and to dare for the loftiest aspirations of

their respective kinds. All else spells failure. Mutual understand-
ings are not fruitful understandings unless they are sharpened by the

wit of an impelling temper of friendship and the glow of a dis-

position for peace.

(V)

What a pity it is that we should ever feel obliged to speak of

“irrealizable ideals.” What a confession it makes of human inca-

pacities. And yet there is ever present with us the knowledge that

many of our ideals are stubbornly “irrealizable.” This is painfully

true of the clearer defined ideals of the American Negro; that is,

the ideals of the superior few of the American Negroes. For no
vicarious rating of the Negroes as a class can becloud the fact that

there are a “superior few,” who breathe the finer and deeper life of this

“alien and different people,” as many are wont to call them. And, odd
to relate, it is the insistence to maintain, undefiled, the democratic

social order which makes it seemingly impossible to realize high

social ideals among the Negroes. Among no other element in Ameri-
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can life is the democratic social order so implacably maintained.

What there once was of complexion rating has wholly disappeared.

Now every fellow is as good as his brother, and woe be unto him who,
in a wild moment, expresses a belief otherwise. The sustaining of

this attitude presents as many characters of advantages as it does

of disadvantages. It makes very evident the truth that the Negro
is but weakly conscious of his inherent social worth, but it also is

giving him the needed time to draw his full-lifed social breath. That
it is holding him back and making him seem to be of small social

worth, is agreed. But his hereditary mental structure will admit

of no other process of social growth. He is a transplating from
a blue to a grey sky. He is thinking in the tonal emphasis of song.

The hard, firm facts of his present ill-tempered environment have
hit him a few resounding whacks, but they have left him with but

few deep-cut scars on his body. Hence his perceptions of the signifi-

cances of the democratic social order are decidedly primitive and,

perhaps, of small social value. And yet he is growing. There is a

good deal of beating at the air; there is a superabundance of contro-

versial distemper quacking its variations of disquietous moods to the

eternal discomfort of each and all of us. But there i§, nevertheless,

growth—growth of a sort which .makes for quality and shows for

permanence. It could not be otherwise. Here is a race of undoubted
mental powers and average moral worth. And when I say, “average

moral worth,” I mean, despite the fact that it is not inspired to go

and do by the impelling force of a great moral tradition, it never-

theless has a fine physical equipment and a hereditary mental

structure unimpaired by the fret and wear of the struggle of social

and political dominance. No race can present a fine physical endow-

ment without being possessed of high moral worth. The gravest fear

is that the Negro’s native moral worth is in danger of being kicked

out of him and that, very soon, there will be nothing left but the

hide and possibly very little of the hide. The South feels impelled

to find an implied justification for the maintenance of slavery and

for its impositions of inferior social rating upon the residue and

progeny of the class it, at another time, enslaved. She has thus

burdened herself with an “unsolvable problem,” which keeps her awake
nights and permits no sleep to come to her in the day. A sorry

plight, indeed. But it is a bed of her own making. It keeps before

her the spectre of a train of “irrealizable ideals” that no amount
of traditional moral promptings can shake off. The ghost is ever

present, black, uncomely and growing viciously luminant with every

shadow-born tick of the social clock. However, I believe the South’s

dread of hybridism is far fetched, to say the least about it. The sup-

pression of the evil is in her own hands. Taking the South’s word
in the matter, this is an ideal that must be realized, though the

heavens fall. The tendency of black men in this direction is deterred
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by the thought of a noosed rope dangling ominously from the limb of
a convenient tree. If an effective deterrent can now be found to
deflect white men’s tendency to the practices of hybridism, the “un-
solvable problem” may become solvable within the course of a brief
historic period of time. This declaration is intended as no reflection
upon the moral impulse of the South. It is merely an intimation for
the need to put a checkrein on that element in Southern life which
preaches the sermon of race integrity and practices whatsoever it

pleases, to the curse of the race and the impairment, possibly, of its

social institutions. “Irrealizable ideals” must be transformed into
realizable ideals.

(VI)

The political vexations of this question can be equitably adjusted
by keeping in mind the value of men’s abilities to vouchsafe intelli-

gent performance of the duties of citizenship. Black nor white shall

be excused from this exercise of public service. Because, in the end,
failure is not what we desire. Neither is loss of vantage ground
the social fate we seek. Every move we make in the game of social
aspiration must reflect our determination to hold what we already
possess in quantity and quality of social advantage. Blaming the
South for desiring to preserve its traditional place in the social
order of the Republic, answers nothing. The South is right in her
insistence, always providing, however, that she stands conscious of
the responsibilities which are attached, irrepressibly, to her claims
of higher ethnological and social worth. Assumptions of superiority
must be clearly interwoven with the facts of superiority or else the
assumptions are valueless as factors of final social power. It follows
that before we can finally accept the South’s social estimate of her-
self she will be obliged by nature, the last arbiter, to unquestionably
establish her right to survive as the fittest. There are a great many
of the South’s social pronouncements which lead me to believe that
her notions of ethnological value, as well as social worth, rise but a
short distance above the plane of what might be justifiably termed
the precepts of a barn-yard social philosophy. It is more of sound
than it is of worth while purpose, “an’ thinks the sun rose o’ purpose
to hear it crow.” Her most luminous intellectual figure, John C.
Calhoun, and her most benignant intellectual character, Robert E.
Lee, somehow seem to stand half abashed in the shadows as one
hastily surveys the impulsive course of Southern life. A truer cath-
olicity of spirit is what we wish would come to her that she might
provide a wider and fresher aired space wherein her bigger souls
could breathe of the temper and suckle at the breast of a real super-
democracy. And the black cannot escape his social responsibilities.
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Advocating social makeshifts and particular systems of education
with the thinly disguised purpose of allaying fears of impending
prospects of inimical political dominance can serve no permanent
social good. It would be better for all concerned if all efforts were
frankly avowed endeavors to lift the Negro to the social, political

and economic planes of the white man. This being said and attempted,
intelligence rather than passion might move each to a more healthful

contemplation of the social, political and economic needs for
both. Assimilation will not, of necessity, play any part in this process

of adjustment. In fact, it must not be thought about for the reason
that it beclouds the real question at issue—the desire to attain to

the levels, in this land at least, of a genuine super-democracy. Among
both blacks and whites, the natural politician, rather than the native

statesman, has had the most to say and the widest vogue. Again
we are facing the distressingly discouraging fact that men, wherever
found, are woefully short in the power to attain to the rounder
realizations of the democratic social order. Accepting as sociological

truth the oft-repeated belief that the black is inherently, and there-

fore ethnologically, inferior to the white, but accentuates the greater
weight of responsibilities that must burden, if you please, the course
of the superior one’s living. But this does not help matters unless
we substitute real for fancied fears. Fears are the bane of democ-
racies. Not alone of democracies, but in the impulse which prompts
to the organization of democratic social structures there lurks the
wilder fears of failure of realization. And when these fears are
mixed with the essence of a cultured conceit we get such expressions
of inept political aspiration as may be encountered in the Southland
of the United States. Back of all this comes the thought, why the
fear of Negro political dominance when white political dominance
is such a vastly superior political product. Why should the white
South drop to the declared lower social level of the Negro if it is

constituted of a truly superior social clay? I believe the answer is

to be found in the unwillingness to perform the social duties which
will bring, finally, the fullest social satisfaction to all the elements
in American life. The “Melting Pot” can be thrown out of the win-
dow, as far as the Negro is concerned. But for the love of all that
is fair, sensible and free, live and let live, and domination, social and
political, will become a pleasant duty and a vanishing fear.

(VII)

Most “unsolvable” social problems are the offspring of solvable

social myths. They are the product of mentally diseased social

bodies. The American “Color Problem” is a fallacy, a myth born
of a mental aberration induced by social practices as ill-tempered as
ever left a social body afflicted with social ills. Efficient social groups
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are judged by two standards. First, by their physical ability to sur-

vive; second, by their capacity to think in terms of clear perception.

To argue that color has anything to do with determining the posses-

sion of either of these powers is intensified silliness. And then,

again, the preservation of the spirit of civilization has never depended,
in any of the great historic periods, on color or even particular

strains of blood. The final failure which has come to each and all

of them sets forth, very clearly, that the capacities of men are limited

in power and proscribed in function. This does not mean that the

world is not growing wiser, it is simply an averment that we are

not as wise as we feel. Again, the South’s fear of Negro domina-
tion is nothing more than the presentiment that the black is made
of no finer moral fiber than that which has been presented to us by
the white. In other words, if the black comes into the possession of

his constitutional own, wherever he is in the majority, he will do
no better than the fellow who now is ruling with a high and mighty
hand. I admit this is the common if not the final human way. I

would like to think better of him, however. And I do feel, in another
sense, that there is something in the black’s inherent nature which
would actuate him to a kindlier performance of social duty. I am
not pronouncing the black a superior being. But I do affirm that it

is more than reasonable to declare that all blacks are not made of

inferior social material to any greater extent than all whites are

constituted of superior social endowment. There is a mother’s heart

in Zulu Land; there is a mother’s soul in London. Each dreams,
each loves and the sun gives life to both. Some day the world of

men will be stronger and truer, then there will be no “Color Problem.”

Chicago, 111.

SONG

By Richard Watson Gilder

We who were near in the life long ago,
Nothing shall part us more, borne on the flow
Down the quick stream whither no man may know.
Though the winds bellow the black heavens under,
Terror pursue in the lightning and thunder,
Hand clasped in hand again, what now can sunder!
Hand in hand, heart to heart, ever abiding,
Heeding no ill of earth, losing, or chiding,
On to the shadow-land joyously gliding.

Let the old laughter go lilting and ringing,
Heart of youth close to the heart of youth clinging,

On to the shadow-land, hoping and singing.



SOCIAL EQUALITY OR SOCIAL RECOGNITION,

WHICH?

By Rev. T. D. Scott, A. M.

AN apology were necessary for debating the

above subject, that ought to be a matter of indif-

ference among fair-minded people, it would be
found in the segregation of employees in the gov-
ernment service, the segregating acts of various
cities, the openly expressed determination of keep-
ing the Negro down, and the thousand and one
distinct avowals and implied intimations of white

superiority ad nauseam. When discussed by those who consider them-
selves the exponents of the thought of one section of our country,
it is presented as an end, the attainment of which is engaging the
most strenuous exertions of the Negro, and as a consummation these
same exponents are resisting just as strenuously. They reason from
the wholly illogical assumption that Social Equality is something of
which they have a monopoly and which they confer or will confer
upon certain ones according to the color of the skin, the texture of
the hair and the purity of the blood. When tolerantly considered by
another section, they allow the right to use the sidewalk without
seeking the gutter while passing these self-approved superiors, and
the privilege of riding in public conveyances without being jim-crowed,
while, at the same time, denying all other decent public accommoda-
tions. Since the subject is so grossly misunderstood and so unduly
exaggcrated in the attempts to inflame prejudice in prevailing dis-
cussions, a sane consideration may not be out of place.

To begin with, what is Social Equality? "Who has a monopoly of
this so-called desideratum? Upon whom and upon what terms is it

conferred? It would seem, in answer to the first query, that Social
Equality, if it is anything at all, is equality among social beings. It
is a state of society that is incapable of being restricted or extended
by any self-constituted dictators, but depends entirely upon the
development of inherent personal qualities. Take any group of per-
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sons, regardless of color, and give them the same opportunities,

advantages and incentives, and their development will be in proportion

to their natural ability and their willingness to apply themselves.

Their real social standing will be determined accordingly. All human
beings, whether white or black, rich or poor, learned or ignorant,
moral or immoral, are members of society and have their actual status

in consequence of their development. How nearly any two individuals

may approximate equality in those essentials upon which society must
depend for stability can only be determined by a comparison of the

characteristic expressions of their lives. Those who assume social

superiority as a divine prerogative charge Negroes, when they demand
respectable treatment in public places, with a desire for Social

Equality and, therefore, the right to associate freely with white people.

But does association or congregation in social groups depend upon
Social Equality? Do all good men associate together? Do all bad
men associate together? Do all men of one color associate together?
The question of association is not settled entirely by social standing.

Incidental circumstances and contingent relations play quite an
important part in association. Color, special qualities, church affilia-

tion, business engagements, and causes furnishing peculiar advantages,

are some of the determining factors. Social selection with reference

to group association is based upon the recognition of these and other

facts, and changes what has been formerly regarded as Social Equality

into what must be acknowledged as Social Recognition. Hence it

can be seen clearly that Social Equality and Social Recognition are

confounded by most persons when Social Equality is being considered.

Certainly Mr. Roosevelt accorded Dr. Washington Social Recognition
when they lunched together at the White House. All unconsciously

this was the underlying cause of the great furore aroused by this

simple incident, while Social Equality was the alleged fault. They
were social equals (at least as much so as two men may ever be)

before they met for that notable conference. Their meeting did not
make them equals. The ease with which Mr. Johnson disposes of

“white hopes,” without doubt, gives him high standing in the group
that considers pugilism a thing to be desired and cultivated. The
encomiums heaped upon Mr. H. O. Tanner for the splendid produc-
tions of his brush put him in the first rank among the artists of the

world. The musical measures of Paul Lawrence Dunbar secure him
a distinguished place in the realm of letters. The success attained

by young Negro students in the various schools of the country brings

them prominence in the social groups pursuing the same courses of

study. One would modestly imagine that all these enjoyed this

so-called Social Equality and some, at least, a slight social superiority

in the groups to which they belong. Whether they are conceded

Social Recognition is an entirely different matter that in no sense

affects their social standing in their respective groups.
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Social Equality and Social Recognition are two distinct ideas in our
civilization. The first may exist, and too often does exist, without
recognition. It is a consequence depending upon the development of
the individuals. No one besides themselves can say whether it does
or does not exist. The second, Social Recognition, is dependent upon
the wishes of others. Inferiors to and the equals of others may secure
Social Recognition. Superiors to and the equals of others may fail
in securing Social Recognition. Superficial distinctions and selfish*
interests may determine Social Recognition. But no power possessed
by another can determine or regulate Social Equality. That qualities
possessed in a certain degree by one group of individuals are equal
to like qualities possessed in the same degree by another group of
individuals is an eternal equation, as much so as two and two equal
four, whether it is recognized or not. The rule of divine justice will
ultimately compel recognition. Let those who are so fearful of
Social Equality wherever the Negro is concerned attend to definitions
and ascertain carefully whether Social Equality or Social Recognition
is the great bugbear that is creating the horrible nightmare that dis-
turbs their pleasant dreams of social superiority. When they have
reached a correct definition or a sane conclusion, all fear will vanish.
For no self-respecting person will go socially where he is not wanted.
The existing order of society will not be overturned by admitting that
Negroes may be the social equals of white people. The question of
allowing rights and privileges in public accommodations will be set-
tled, since Social Equality and Social Recognition will no longer be
confounded. Men may ride in the same car without marrying into
the same families. Men may eat at the same restaurant without
incurring social obligations. Fifty cents’ worth of steak and bread
and butter does not constitute the open sesame to the drawing rooms
of those engaged in this same necessary commercial transaction.
Bought privileges carry with them no social considerations. Without
doubt, those who are most insistent that the Negro be barred from
public places because of inferiority, based upon color, would hardly
care to admit Social Equality with all who are permitted to enjoy
these privileges because they are white and consequently the fictitious
superiors to Negroes.

The more the idea of Social Equality is encouraged the less
fear there needs be of Social Recognition. For the greatest latitude
for Social Recognition is allowed in the lowest strata of society. The
more highly each class is developed, the more widely they are sepa-
rated. This separation does not necessarily imply an antagonism. It
simply proves that each class may recognize and regard certain sub-
ordinate limitations without cultivating hostility with respect to the
other. It is false to assume that all people of one color are superior
to all people of another color. There is no virtue in color. Hence, in
acknowledging rights and conceding privileges, it is decidedly wrong
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to make discriminations based upon such an insignificant reason.
Intelligent Negroes do not admit that they are inferior to others
because of color. Nor do they accept inferior place or position with-
out protest. They may be compelled to occupy inferior place or
position. But that is merely a matter of brute force and no more
settles the question than the beating of Galileo changed his opinion
concerning the revolution of the earth. The question of Social

Equality will continue to become more troublesome with the advance-
ment (and consequent larger comprehension of their rights) of those
against whom discrimination is practiced. On the other hand, men
with just conception of human rights (and their number is increasing)

will not humiliate other men because of some accidental circumstance.

They well know that social equilibrium maintains itself as surely as

water obeys the law of gravitation and finds its level. Let the

superiority of color be cast to the wind and let the intrinsic worth of

character be recognized. Each group in its own circle will enjoy all

the Social Recognition that may be allowed under the laws govern-

ing social selection. No fundamentals will be violated or improper
precedents established when decent courtesy is shown where necessity

requires any commingling of different social groups.

We insist, therefore, that Social Equality is in the hands of no one
or no set for determination or regulation. No one can say for others

whether it does or does not exist, or whether it may or may not exist.

Nor can any one know whether it does or does not exist. Nor has the

instrument of sufficient exactness been devised to measure accurately
such a doubtful quantity. Its existence can only be suppositional

founded upon the intutitive perceptions of familiar intercourse and
the deductions from the outward expressions of social life indicative

of the kind of character possessed. It occurs naturally, if it exist at

all, in spite of the wish or will of any one, just as the tides follow

the course of the moon, or the rivers flow into the sea. And while

prejudice may interfere with the enjoyment of the rights and priv-

ileges to which the individual may be entitled because of his attain-

ments, it can no more deprive him of the conscious benefits and
pleasures of culture than it can dam the Niagara or say to the billows

of the Atlantic, “Thus far and no farther.’’ On the other hand,
Social Recognition is in the hands of those occupying place and power,
and may be extended, or withheld, or withdrawn at their pleasure.

Nor are those to whom it may be offered mere passive recipients.

They may accept it or reject it. They may consider it desirable or

undesirable, a compliment or otherwise, depending upon the character
of those constituting themselves the social censors of any given time
or place. There are some white social groups any self-respecting

Negro might well feel himself honored on being permitted to enter.

There are other white social groups no self-respecting Negro would
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enter though tendered an invitation to do so. Negroes worth while
have an estimate of their own social worth and have no desire
to go where the social exchange is not on equal terms. It is oaly
a gross disregard of thesp finer distinctions that makes possible the
low conceptions of certaii^writers and speakers in their zeal to uphold
a white supremacy.

Their folly in arrogating to themselves the superiority of color
may prove a calamitous experiment to this country. The conditions
of American civilization are not so securely settled that there is a
positive guarantee for no conflicts in the future. No one having a
proper regard for the opinion of thoughtful men as to his good
judgment will assert that the cloud the size of a man’s hand is not
hovering threateningly near our national horizon. The day may not
be distant for a defensive alliance of all classes of citizens to main-
tain the principles upon which this government is founded. The
enthusiastic support of men whose rights and privileges have been
the sport of prejudice and haughty assumption could hardly be con-
sidered a foregone conclusion in the event of a catastrophe. The
Negro has battled royally for the preservation of this country in
every war with which she has been afflicted, and in return must
prove his right to a decent existence. And all this in the presence of
achievements along all lines of human endeavor that are convincing
to fair-minded men that the quality of his brain and character is
in no sense inferior. He is entitled to a fair chance to work out the
destiny to which God has ordained him. Denied this, his splendid
possibilities may be transferred to the side on which recognition of
real worth may not be so difficult to secure. It may be well, there-
fore, for Church and State to adopt sincerity in all concerns where
the interests of the citizens are involved and to accord to all the con-
sideration due their merit. Ten millions of people assimilating Ameri-
can ideals and making prodigious strides along all lines of develop-
ment are not a negligible quantity in this body politic. Let the
Negro have a decent place to live. Let him have respectable employ-
ment to earn his living. Let him have the public accommodations for
which he can pay. Let him enjoy as high social standing as his
accomplishments entitle him to. Let him be conceded his proper social
rank even though by merest chance it dlevate him a little above
some one of fairer hue. Remove patronage and obstacles at the same
time and let him sink or swim by his own exertions. In fine, relegate
all the hobgoblins that harass an uncertain social superiority to
the gloomy caverns of the disordered imagination of fanatics and
fools, and let all men have an equal chance in the struggle of life.
The quality of our religion and politics will be vastly improved thereby
and the standard of our citizenship will be elevated.

Social Equality and Social Recognition are neither synonymous
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nor correlative terms. They are consequential. The one is a fact,

depending upon immutable principles. The other is, at present, an
evanescent dream, depending wholly upon incidental circumstances.
The admission of the one does not call for the immediate concession
of the other. But since the one does exist independent of human
countenance or sanction, the other will follow in the course of God’s
providential dealing with humanity. This resultant condition may
occur quietly in the ordinary course of events or with violent upheaval,
such as has often accompanied the working out of his purposes in

the adjustment of social equity. This is true or the ethics of the
Golden Rule must be at fault and the reign of righteousness the
vagary of some imaginative dreamer. But divine justice rules the
world, and at His bar must be the final settlement of all questions
pertaining to the rights of man. “Of a truth I perceive God is no
respecter of persons. But in every nation he that feareth Him and
worketh righteousness is accepted with Him.” The heathen may
rage and the people imagine a vain thing, but mankind must receive
as conclusive His adjudication or they must deny the ultimate tri-

umph of His grace.

Zanesville, Ohio.

THE LOVE CHARM

(Jane Minot Sedgwick, in “Love Songs from the Greek”).

Cypris, O Lady most precious, thou goddess of love and delight,
I give thee this charm that I value; to thee it belongeth of right:
I bought it in Thessaly once—a sorceress sold it to me,
And she said it would bring me my lover, although he were over the

sea.

Set in a circlet of gold, and carved from a pale amethyst,
Where’er he may be, it will bring him to meet me in time at the tryst.
Oh, yes, it will bring me my lover, and even if recreant, he
Shall come at my call, if I turn it, although he be over the sea.
A thread that is spun out of fleeces of lamb’s wool about it I twine,
Dyed purple, and here I shall leave it to hang at this altar of thine:
For lo, it can bring me* my lover, although he be over the sea,
An therefore, O Queen of Desire, I bring it to offer to thee.



GO. THINK!

Address to Graduates of Paul Quinn College, Waco, Texas

By Prof. A. S. Jackson

Secretary of Education, A. M. E. Church

E ASSEMBLE today upon a very auspicious
occasion. We commemorate in our gathering here
mighty notions, hopes and ambitions of the days
of our fathers. A bit more than a third of a
century is gone, and forever into the ne’er return-
ing past, since those sturdy old heroes laid the
foundation of Paul Quinn College—laid it in the
granite of their love and breathed upon it the

immortality of their hopeful souls. Today many of the forbears of
this great institution have journejyed whence no man has ever
returned, but the good they did lives after them. How they were
inspired we cannot tell. In some strange and mystic way they caught
the vision of an exacting future. Seers, they beheld the sunrise of a
day so different from theirs. They saw gleaming across the stretch
of coming decades great questions and difficult problems. Out of the
chaos of their souls they were taught that in order to solve properly
questions and problems man must think, and that the best thinking,
all things being equal, is the product of mental culture and develop-
ment. Thus they planned and projected this college, and as a child

of destiny through all the weary years, it has kept its course. Sages
never acted more wisely nor courage never urged to nobler deeds.

Think of it! Freedmen building a college before the smoke had
settled around Fort Sumter or the pen with which Lincoln signed
the Emancipation Proclamation had been lifted! I do not stretch the
figure when I say that the building of this college at such a time was
a marvel, in that it seems a concept far beyond the conceiving mind.
It is all so wonderful, that as we contemplate it, we are amazed. Here,
on an ante-bellum slave plantation, the Negro is trained in the roblest
virtues of the human soul. His dormant intellect is awakened, and he
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goes forth thinking into a world of thought. No longer mystified with
befogging ignorance, he begins the adjustment of himself to the

higher forms of the Civic life.

Supreme among all men is the man who thinks. I care not what
his color or what his race. Vile may be the epithets and endless the

train of anathemas hurled against him, but when the storms of

proscription and hate are spent, he stands firm like the mighty forest

oak; sound in body and limb and branch.

The object of all true education is mastery, and the present-day

tendency inclines towards specialization. Echoing along the corridor

of all the ages is the imperative order, “Go Think!’’ Sword and
bayonet, shot and shell, may have fired the furnace in which the chains

of chattel slavery were fused; but so long as the clustering clouds of

ignorance float in the sunless skies of the human soul, there is a

bondage more galling than chains. “Go Think!” That’s the word to

conjure with. Men who have mastered this masterful power of the

mind are regarded in all centuries as the Kings of the Earth.

In an audience of this intelligence it is not needful to relate the

many and wondrous triumphs of men endowed with great and cul-

tured minds. They have breathed fructifying fertility of their quench-

less genius upon barren wastes and gardens of flowers, and fields

of golden grain have shown themselves with that startling rapidity

as if commanded by a magician’s wand. A single brain throb, and
the wreck of old customs; the destruction of once priceless machines
and utilities are as plentiful as the debris piled by the maddened
waters of Brazos, as they go rampaging on to the sea. The other

day I bought a phorograph with horn
;
today my baby begs for a

Victrola. I used to ride with my friend in a lovely phaeton, drawn
by a spirited charger; today I rode with him in a high-power auto,

and as we whirled away that erstwhile elegant horse, unemployed,
looked lazily over the barn-yard ferce.

This is thought pushing forward the immortal wheels of progress.

There is no color in thought. Its devotees worship not at the shrine

of race. It laughs at and scorns the pernicious system of caste. It

scourges, as with a lash of scorpions, racial hate. It lays waste thp

principalities of prejudice and upon their ruins erects eternal empires
of glorious opportunities. To our race toiling and struggling,

burdened with the opprobrium unjustly placed upon it, an outcast in

the midst of many and mighty nations, I offer to it the efficacy of

thought. It’s irresistible. We may build the Galveston sea wall and
fence out the waters of the Mexican gulf; we may construct the

Gatun locks and hinder there those desperate and dangerous slides;

we may tunnel the East river, and shpot our subway trains with the

velocity of lightning from New York to Brooklyn. It requires but
a brain pulse. But if we summon the mind before its tribunal self

and attempt to measure its capacity, set its limits or mark its bounds,
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the mind loses itself in the bewildering mazes of its own audacity
and crouches conquered and horrified at an effort so vastly impossible.

We know the earth. A few years ago Peary stood on its top.
Twelve months later other daring explorers had pushed their way
far into the Antarctic and built their snow huts near its bottom.
Every schoolboy knows that Magellan, sailing through a strait that
bears his name, was first to circumnavigate the globe. One by one
we are analyzing all physical phenomena, and gradually we dissolve
the mystery of the stars. In fact, in the world’s school of mental
discipline man is moving away from the iniquity of demoralizing
ignorance, and pushes the frontier of his civic habitat nearer the
godly peace which passeth all understanding. The base, the vulgar,
the low and groveling passions cannot flourish in thoughtful minds;
in cultured souls. Our race is young in the art and science of thinking.
We must quicken our thinking pace. If it be true that we are spurned
because we are crude, we must think that crudeness away. Thinking
is a refining process. It converts the petroleum into the brilliant
lusterlite. It subdues the beast of envy and uncages the turtle dove.
What if something should happen to the world’s mental apparatus?
What if gravitation should cease this instant to act? Quicker than a
flash there would be a strange procession of vagrant worlds wandering
through the immensity of space, or mayhap they would atomize in
a grinding struggle.

Whatever is worth while in this world, has been harvested from
the fields of thought. When we say superior men, we mean men with
superior minds. If you would dig an Isthmian canal, there are thou-
sands of Slavs, Syrians, Japs and Fiji islanders with shovel and
spade, but there is but one master engineer to tell them where to
spade and when to shovel. The one gets four hundred dollars a year;
the other, forty thousand. I do not worship at the shrine of Gold,
yet it is no mean asset in a war for recognition; in a fight for human
rights. Just now we are raving over industrial education, and its
enthusiastic partisans behave like mad men or cry for it like fanatics.
I have no quarrel with them. Let them train the hands if they will,
for then I am sure they will the better obey their sovereign minds.
In a race situated as ours we need an army of thinkers. We are
challenged such as history records of no other race. We must demon-
strate. We must come forward to the battlefield, sword in hand. It
is here at this arsenal of learning we must equip with the most
modern munitions of war. We must prepare our boys and girls
for the deadly conflicts which must come as years move on. The
world will not pity; cold and intellectual, it will apply the standard.
We want so much to pass muster in that day. Do you hope with
me to see the barrier against our race torn down; the walls of
racial hate crumbled to the dust; the stronghold of this ungodly
prejudice blown into the Aegean Sea? We must educate. Before the
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forces of intellect, these imps of ignorance have always taken flight.

This wonderful truth is everywhere, so apparent, that thinking
men have directed the course of immortal progression from the days of

primitive society to the hour of its most civilized form. There
is rich heritage brought down to us as the most precious and valuable
freightage of receding and vanishing ages. Thebes, Rhodes, Athens
and Sparta are worn and dusty landmarks, telling in themselves
simple and uninteresting tales; but if you people walk those long
deserted streets with the mighty men, who in days long ago thought
them into being, you surround them with a charm and elegance that

baffle the efficacy of words to describe. Who can name the long list

of intellectual sentinels; who have watched the paths of destiny since

Ptolemy received his first astronomical impulse, and borne upon the

soaring wings of a flaming imagination was last out yonder amid a
wilderness of whirling words, to the moment we assemble here to

contemplate better things for a fallen race ? Thinking is a culture

process. It acts upon the agent in mysterious ways. It shines upon
the face as the reflection of the sun upon the surface of a limpid

stream. It is the superior force in the building of a race. It is the

remedy of reclamation. Develop a thoughtful race and they will be
free, though you bind them with cords of iron twine.

And now, to the class of 1914, I have this to say: That today,

at this moment, you stand upon the threshold of two eternities: The
past, which is recessional, and the future, which is processional. You
are in the gateway v/hich opens from your yesterdays into your
tomorrows. Whatever may have been in your yesterdays, sheltered as

you were neath the halcyon groves and maternal and paternal pro-
tection of the teachers who taught you, quiet and serene it may have
been, your tomorrows take you out into a busy, bustling, exacting
world, and as you go, I would say to you as the Centaur said to Jason,
“Be careful how you give your word and to whom, but once it is given,

stand unflinchingly by its commands. Speak gently to everybody.”
This was the advice that the Centaur gave to Jason as he was

departing in search of the Golden Fleece, and so, as Jason fared
forth, he came to a swollen and turbulent stream. There, sitting upon
the bank, was an ugly old witch, who requested Jason, himself being
strong and athletic, to bear her across the furious waters. When she
was well placed upon his back, Jason entered the violent stream. He
lost his foothold, and the old witch upon his back began to fret and
scoff and scold; but Jason remembering his pledge to the Centaur,
said: “Speak gently, kind mother, and I shall bear you across. I pray
you remember that often the surest horse will stumble.’*

. When he had crossed the stream and placed his “charge” upon
the bank she was transformed into a Princess, for she was Hera,
the wife of Zeus.
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She said to Jason, “You have placed me under obligations to you,
and the immortals do not forget.” And through all the perils which
Jason in his quest for the Golden Fleece had to endure, he had the
mighty wife of Zeus, who lived upon the Olympus, as his patron.

It was true. The Immortal did not forget. What the Centaur said
to Jason, so say I to you.

Waco, Tex.

THE ILLUSION OF WAR

Richard Le Gallienne

War I abhor.
And yet how sweet
The sound along the marching street
Of drum and fife, and I forget
Wet eyes of widows, and forget
Broken old mothers, and the whole
Dark butchery without a soul.
Without a soul, save this bright drink
Of heady music, sweet as hell;
And even my peace-abiding feet
Go marching with the marching street

—

For yonder, yonder goes the fife,

And what care I for human life!

The tears fill my astonished eyes,
And my full heart is like to break;
And yet ’tis all embannered lies,

A dream those little drummers make.
O, it is wickedness to clothe
Yon hideous grinning thing that stalks,
Hidden in music, like a queen
That in a garden of glory walks,
Till good men love the thing they loathe.
Art, thou has many infamies,
But not an infamy like this

—

O, snap the fife, and still the drum,
And show the monster as she is.

THE STORY OF THE FIRST YOUNG PEOPLE’S

CONGRESS

Julian C. Caldwell, D. D.

OR the first time in its history, the loyal sons and
daughters of Allen met in Big Bethel, Atlanta, Ga.,

July 8-12, in a Connectional Young People’s Con-
gress, and their meeting was a superb and entire

success. Good fellowship, good cheer, beaming
countenances, sunshine and contagious enthusiasm
abounded everywhere; not a discordant note was
struck, and every one was happy.

Atlanta put on her holiday attire, and right nobly did she respond
in making the thousands of strangers within her gates feel at home.
The business establishments all along Auburn Avenue vied with
one another in ingenious arrangement and in lavish use of blue and
white.

And they were there from the stormy Atlantic to the calm
Pacific; from the Lakes to the Gulf, and even from Africa—all were
there, numbering over two thousand visitors outside of Atlanta,
making it an epochal event in the history of our Church.

Now that it has passed into history and we can look quietly
over the events of the five crowded days, certain features of the Con-
gress appear conspicuously. The most prominent, of course, though
not the most important, is the majesty of overpowering numbers.
The young people of the church have held the largest religious
assembly ever convened in the Church’s history. The Young People’s
Congress is no Jumbo. Its meaning is far more than mass, and yet is

significant of a blessed new power and hope for the Church when such
a host of young people spend time and money, and travel, many of
them enormous distances, to attend a purely religious convention.

One of the most important and blessed triumphs of the Congress
was the singing. It was pre-eminently a musical festival. No
attempt was made to introduce new songs; but the standard hymn and
the well-known gospel songs were used exclusively. Dr. J. R. Porter,
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of Atlanta, had charge of the Congress chorus of 150 voices, and
right well did he handle it. Especially did Prof. A. H. Colwell, of

New Orleans, La., distinguish himself with an abounding inventive-

ness, a real adaptability and an infectious good cheer that added much
to the singing. The Congress was helped also by the solo singing

of Misses Hawkins, Sylvester, Rhodes and Woolridge. Prof. E. C.

Deas, of Jacksonville, Fla., did much to enhance the singing by his

direction of songs written by himself especially for the Congress, and

the splendid accompaniment of the chimes, manipulated by Mr.

Charles Anderson, of Jacksonville, Florida.

But when all this is said, with a whole-hearted tribute to the

magnificent singing of the vast audience, so ready, so responsive and
full-volumed, all will agree that the one musical feature that excels

the others was the presence and singing of that Evangel of Song,

Mr. Emanuel E. Hall, of Los Angeles, California, who, by the power of

song, set all Atlanta on fire. The privilege of listening to his “Pass

It On” was alone worth the longest journey to Atlanta.

It is a notable tribute to the Congress that five of our Bishops,

namely, Bishops Tyree, Coppin, Flipper, Heard and Chappelle, were
present and did all they could to inspire the thousands who were in

attendance.

The Congress was far reaching in its effects because it was
evangelistic. When in Heaven we come to read heart histories as

now we read our newspapers we shall doubtless see that in this lay

the supreme greatness of this mighty gathering. These evangelistic

services lay quietly beneath the entire Congress like a vast stratum

of pure gold. They were planned and carried out by men of the widest

experience in such undertakings and of the most thorough con-

secration.

The theme of the Congress was, “Training for Service,” and in

song and speech, in reports of work done and statements of the

aspirations and hopes for the future, in conversation and thought,

the watchword of *the delegates was always the same—“SERVICE.”
With ardor and enthusiasm the delegates went from one meeting

to the next, gathering facts and inspiration.

If there was one concrete illustration of the sincerity and the

deep spiritual devotion of the delegates attending the Congress, it was
the gathering of hundreds of them each morning at the Quiet Hour
Service at 6.30. It revealed the real spirit of the Congress. The
subjects discussed in these meetings on some of life’s fundamentals
brought daily manna to the hungry and prepared each one for the

work of the day.

The fact that between 600 and 700 young people attended the

Conference on Bible Study every morning, led by Mr. Lewis E. John-

son, Secretary Y. M. C. A., Washington, D. C., showed their deep inter-
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est in the word of God. Mr. Johnson held four Conferences on the

general theme of “The Bible.” His object was to establish faith in

the word of God and to impress those present with the great

importance of making the Bible their vade mecum—daily with them.

He pleaded for a large place for the Bible in the life of the preacher,

the Sunday School teacher, the Allen League worker and the individual

Christian.

The practical side of the Congress was fully and vividly presented

in the School of Methods and in the Pastors’ Conference. There were

at least forty experts or specialists, and two hours every day they

were able to maintain the interest in the things pertaining to the work

of the Church and saving of society. Each Conference was of the

greatest help to the seeker after knowledge that promotes efficiency.

Again and again the rapid-fire questions and answers presented

opportunities for the discussion of problems that were of vital inter-

est to the delegates present. While the remarkable inspirational

addresses were of the greatest importance and helpfulness, it was

those never-to-be-forgotten Conferences where the real heart of things

was touched.

Addresses on all the various problems of today were delivered by

consecrated men and women whose hearts were afire for God and the

uplift of humanity. They were enthusiastic, helpful and inspiring.

Each speaker gave freely of his best. Equally to be honored in the

Kingdom of God, equally powerful intellectually—there were scores

of them that would add luster to any platform.

The message to the Church was sane, sober and orthodox, stand-

ing for the doctrines and tenets of the A. M. E. Church, and pledging

their unanswering loyalty to uphold them. The Congress recorded its

protest against Sabbath desecration and the divorce evil; it also stood

for a saloonless nation by 1920.

All in all, it was a noteworthy gathering and marked an epoch in

the history of our. Church. It emphasized the need of trained men
and women to do the work of the Church, and more and more are they

coming from the Sunday School and Allen Christian Endeavor League.

This age is equipped as no other has ever been, and every indi-

vidual who has caught the spirit of the age is qualified to accomplish

more than in any other period of the world’s long-drawn-out history.

This surely is the case in matters material. But the Christian in his

sphere of activity cannot afford to be behind. He must be more than

a dreamer. He must be a “doer.” It is glorious to think and dream
of the Christian’s possibilities. It is exhilarating to climb to the very

heights and realize that the Christian has been chosen in Christ

Jesus—set apart to a peculiar service and an exalted destiny; but

it comes back to a question of efficiency. How much are we worth

to the world? How can we best do our work so that it may be a
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fitting expression of the faith that thrills our hearts—of the hope that
fills our very souls? The young People's Congress endeavored to
show the necessity of the young Christian equipping for service by
consecration and efficiency. Five days these young people were on the
mount of inspiration, now they are in the valley of service, making
their churches, communities and cities better for having been^to the
first Connectional Young People's Congress.

Nashville, Tenn.

IN MEMORY OF FANNY JACKSON-COPPIN

By Aubrey Bowser

When, born into this writhing race of bondmen, seared and sore,
She saw their fetters fall beneath the blast of righteous war,
To feed their minds she spent her force and all her given days,
Her’s a brow that needs no laurel, and a fame beyond our praise.
She dreamed of nearing ages in the vision of the Lord
When worth of brain and heart and hand should meet their due

reward

;

She saw the serried millions of our children yet unborn
Live down the ban of hue and clan and march to beaming morn.
Ye, who sought the lore of nations under her benign command,
Ye, who sipped the cup of wisdom from her God-directed hand,
Wake, ye freemen! Up and forward! Every spirit nerved anewW ith might and main of heart and brain to make her vision true.
As sure as God this universe from primal darkness wove,
As sure as Heaven’s arches ring with faith and light and love,
Shall this our night be cloven by the silver gleam of day:
Beyond these years of wrath and tears there lies a shining way.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLORED
WOMEN’S CLUBS.

Katherine D. Tillman.

)HE record of the Negro-American woman’s efforts

at self-help would make an interesting and inspir-

ing volume, no part of which would better repay

the reader than the story of the work of the

National As'sociation of Colored Women that met

at Wilberforce, August 4-10, /JMrs. Booker T.

Washington presiding.

Originally formed in formal protest against

the slanderous accusation that there were no pure, good Negro women
in . existence, and fostered by such race-loving women as Mrs.

Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, Mrs. Booker T. Washington, Mrs. Mollie

Church Terrell, Miss Elizabeth C. Carter, etc., the organization

has broadened until it has become a large clearing house for all of

the multiplex forms of social uplift in which Negro-Americans are

vitally interested. No one interested in the future of the race could

fail to be moved at the sight of several hundred women of an

ostracized people coming, at financial sacrifice, most of them, to these

meetings, anxious to arouse the spirit of helpfulness in others, and

to receive new impetus themselves from the biennial meeting. No
officer of the Association receives any salary or even railway expenses

for services rendered. It is a work of love, labor and sacrifice from

beginning to end. One woman said at the Wilberforce meeting that

she would be willing to do without a new hat for the next two years

in order to attend the biennial. Others said that they had received

so much inspiration from the reports of delegates that they felt that

they could take up whatever work was most needed at their homes

and carry it forward.

This is what seems to be the magnet that draws the Negro-

American women from every section of our country to these conven-

tions—the inspiration to be themselves and to help others to become

all that is noblest, highest and most desirable in womanhood.

The question is often asked concerning the federated clubs, What
do they do? Here are some of the things that they do:

Alabama club women secured a Reformatory for Colored Boys

at Mt. Meigs; California women an $8000 Sojourner Truth Home for
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Working Girls at Los Angeles; Colorado clubs aid a Home for Old
People and Orphans at Pueblo; District of Columbia has a Home for
Friendless Colored Girls; Florida, Rescue Home; Georgia, committed
to anti-tuberculosis, kindergartens and charity; Illinois, Home for
Colored Working Girls, Home for Aged, suffrage and charity; Iowa,
suffrage, charity, fights all forms of political discrimination; Kansas,
charity; Kentucky, Homes for Aged and Orphaned, hospitals, juvenile
work; Louisiana, rescue and reform; Northeastern, Homes for Aged
and Infirm, scholarship loan fund, boycott movement; New York, Y. W.
C. A., White Rose Mission, Harriet Tubman Home, charity; Maryland,
Y. W. C. A., Homes for Children, Fresh Air Farm; Michigan, Homes
for Aged; Minnesota, Crispus Attucks Old Folks’ Home and Orphan-
age; Minnesota, club women expended $130 for charity; Missouri,
club women secured state appropriation of $80,000 for

’ Home for
Incorrigible Colored Girls, suffrage, temperance, Juvenile Court work
and charity; Nebraska, charity; North Carolina, social uplift and
charity; South Carolina, education and charity; Ohio, suffrage,
temperance and' charity; Oklahoma, public library, kindergartens’
charity; Tennessee, temperance, charity; Texas, temperance, charity
and religious work; Virginia, charity, music; Wyoming, charity.

Special reports were made by the heads of departments of work
accomplished through lectures, letters and leaflets; and in the case of
the art department, many exquisite pieces of painting and needle-
craft, social science, domestic science, suffrage, art, humane, music,
kindergarten, Juvenile Court, religious work, health and hygiene,
temperance, educational, public posters and prints and railway
conditions, had each been carefully worked for by the national
superintendents.

Still other reports were made to the Association by the National
Negro Business League, National League on Urban Conditions Among
Negroes, National Y. W. C. A. was represented by Miss Bowles, ofNew York, the city for which Mrs. R. C. Ransom, a clubwoman
secured $100,000 for a colored Y. W. C. A.; National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People. Fifty dollars was donated
to the latter organization—Anti-Saloon League.

The work of the Chicago Douglass center was the motive of an
interesting address by. Miss Shears, who is associated with the
founder of the center, Mrs. Celia Parker Worley. The object of the
center is to bring together the best people of both races to plan for
the bettering of civic conditions among Negro-Americans.

Miss Zona Gale, the popular author and magazine writer, also
past chairman of the civic department of the General Federation of
white women’s clubs, was one of the speakers. Her address including
the lines:

“He drew a circle which shut me out, we drew a circle which
took him in,” seemed to emphasize the thought of love as a solvent
of racial and social problems.
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Addresses of unusual interest, “The Race in Literature,” Miss

Anna H. Jones, Principal Douglass School, Kansas'’ City, Missouri;

“The Peculiar Mission of the Southern Negro,” ^jrs. Charlotte H.

Brown, Sedalia, N. C.; “The Negro in
,

Medicine,”, Dr. S. Maria

Steward, Wilberforce; “Development of the Club Idea,” Mrs, Christine

S. Smith; “How May the Club Spirit Best Serve the Community,”

Mrs. Margaret Sallie Bainer, of Oberlin, Ohio; “The Status of the

Negro Woman in America,” Mrs. Addie Dickerson, Philadelphia;

“Religious Survey of the American Negro,” Mrs. Sadie Jones, Peoria,

111., and an important address by Bishop B. F. Lee, “Woman as a

Factor in Church Life.”

The suffrage question provoked a lively discussion by Mrs. Upton,

prominent white suffragist; Mrs. Warren Logan, Tuskegee; Mrs.

Victoria Clay Haley, St. Louis; Mrs. Henry Linden, Ohio; Mrs. Aid-

rich, Pittsburgh, and the writer. The anti-suffragists being called

for only one lone woman had the courage to come forward to oppose

suffrage, and she was happily converted while on the floor, and

returned to her seat, an avowed suffragist.

Much good was gained from the president’s biennial address.

Delegates were advised not to wait until suffrage is secured to labor

for the improvement of railway conditions, “Clean-up Day,” “Public

Playgrounds,” “Y. W. C. A.’s,” etc.

The report of Mrs. Mary E. Talbot, chairman of the executive

committee, was exceptionally good, and also that of the national

organizer, Mrs. E. L. Davis.

The music was a treat. It was furnished by Prof. Delt, of Hamp-

ton; Miss Sarah May Talbert, of Buffalo; the sweet singers, Mrs.

Florence Cole Talbert and Miss Pearl Mitchell, and others. The

songs of the different state federations added much to the enthusiasm

of the occasion.

Richard B. Harrison, in some of his finest bits of humor, and

Miss Hallie Q. Brown, in a patriotic pantomime, enlivened the serious

part of the program, and were each heartily encored.

Another pleasing diversion was a “Pageant of Negro Women in

History,” presented by the Ohio clubs, Phyllis Wheately and other

heroines of a bygone age were evoked from the shadowy past, and by

the magic of the moment, greeted us in a long procession on the college

campus.
The treasurer’s report showed that over a thousand dollars had

been collected; one hundred and seven new clubs had joined, and

that there were 415 officers and delegates present, representing-50,000

of America’s foremost negro women.

The welcome addresses extended by President Scarborough and

Superintendent W. A. Joiner abounded in felicitous expressions con-

cerning the work and workers present.

Among the distinguished visitors were Mrs. Matilda J. Dunbar,
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mother of the dead poet; Dr. W. E. Dubois, Mrs. B. F. Lee, J. C.
Napier, H. Lincoln Johnson, Chaplain and Dr. T. G. Steward, Henry
Allen Boyd, Mrs. Mary Handy, Mrs. Ida B. Wells Barnett Mrs.
Geo. Haynes, Mrs. I. N. Ross, Madame C. J. Walker, Mrs. Eva Jenifer
etc.

*

A surprisingly large number of the delegates were Wilberforcians,
of whom we mention Mrs. Alice Dugged Carey, Georgia; Mrs. Lida
Becks Stewart, Illinois; Mrs. Mattie Wicks, Minnesota.

A noticeable feature was the increased attendance of the wives
of bishops and ministers.

Among the delegation were scores of new women, showing that
the women are being reached and their services enlisted in the move-
ment of uplift. These women are beginning to see in the National
Association an organization that teaches that all of the forces of
womanhood should be united for the highest development of Negro-
American womanhood, and that the character and position, which
are the result of such development, should be unselfishly spent for the
redemption of the weakest in our midst.

From north and south, from east and west, come Negro-American
women of high aim and meritorious achievement. Each group learns
to respect the other and carries from the convention new light on
some difficult phase of social betterment.

....
Resoll

J

tlons were passed indorsing national constitutional pro-
hibition, the national tuberculosis movement, national suffrage, the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Fifty
dollars to be given to the last-mentioned organization.

A prize of $100 is to be given to the colored woman who shall,
in the next biennial, produce a work of real merit.

Biennial prizes of $25 each to be awarded for best original
musical composition, vocal or instrumental. The boycott movement

fin***
by Northeas*ern Federation was indorsed, also the work

of Madame C. J. Walker, the hair culturist, who has earned a fortune
by hard work, persistence and pluck, and is giving a definite portion
of her income to religious work. One thousand dollars was given by
her to the Colored Y. M. C. A., of Indianapolis, and has founded and
maintains a school in Africa.

$50 each was voted to the Frederick Douglass and Dunbar Homes.

i * ^
U

,

bS We
5
6 Urged t0 give more attention to the incorrigible, neg-

lected, dependent and delinquent classes of children.
The resolutions also deplored war, segregation, Jim Crow car

laws, etc.

H is also the purpose of the association to look toward the estab-
lishment of permanent quarters at the national capital.

At the head of the association for the next two years will be Mrs
Booker T. Washington, re-elected by acclamation to serve as our
national president.

Hannibal, Mo.
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George W. Henderson, A. M., D. D.

SERMON STUDIES

First Study

Parable of the Sower, Illustrating the Method of Propagating

the Gospel and Indicating the Obstacles It

Encounters (Matt. 13: 3-8).

HIS parable shows profound insight into the human

heart. It shows the teacher of truth at work

and some of the obstacles which limit the fruit-

fulness of his labors. It is a psychologic study.

The Christian teacher deals with the human soul;

a knowledge of it, of the influences which affect

it and of the laws by which it acts, is of great

importance. This parable answers the question

why so much religious teaching is ineffective; it shows how one

person differs from another in spiritual receptivity and in suscepti-

bility to temptations, at the same time pointing out what these temp-

tations are. Some may also see in it confirmation of the doctrine,

held by many, of falling from grace, in backsliding.

I. The Sower and the Seed.—Christ is himself the sower; He is

also the seed. Luke says the seed is the word of God, but Christ is

himself the word—He is the gospel, and this is the supreme revelation

of God. (John 1:1-14.) But all teachers of the truth that is in

Jesus Christ are sowers—the minister, in a peculiar sense.

II. The Soil.—This is the human soul. Men are divided, accord-

ing to their spiritual receptivity, into four classes:

1. Wayside Hearers.—The cause is not so much natural inability

to understand the truth, but spiritual obtuseness. They are not the

young, but older people, who have grown into fixed habits of worldli-

. ness and have neglected all opportunities for religious instruction. It is

a warning of the danger of putting off the question of personal sal-

vation. The difficulty people advanced in years find, in acquiring

an education, which has been neglected in their youth, is well known.
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The neglected mind loses its power of receptivity. The same is true
of the soul. All unused powers, whether mental, spiritual or physical,
in the course of time, become atrophied; that is, they pine away
through lack of exercise.

2. Stony Ground Hearers.—Spiritual capacity is not wholly
lost, but shallow. The real question for the teacher is to inquire
into the causes of this shallowness. Is it removable? Farmers find
great difficulty in making much out of soil that is underlaid with
ledges of rock. This class of hearers are fair-weather Christians,
the camp from which backsliders are recruited. At heart they are
not bad, but weak; the truth enters, but finds no soil into which to
strike its roots.

3. Thorny Ground Hearers.—Great revivals have been objected
to, because so few converts, comparatively speaking, continue stead-
fast in the Christian faith, while a far larger percentage of those
converted in the ordinary ministry of the church prove faithful.
But this class, unlike the wayside hearers, still retains some power
of spiritual receptivity. In a great meeting, where excitement runs
high; away from their business, with its cares, pursued for the sake
of its gains; affected, too, by the example of their friends or acquaint-
ances making confession, their dormant religious instincts assert
themselves, but when they return to their business and _ the excite-
ment subsides the old habits, the old modes of life soon stifle their
spiritual aspirations. They, too, have waited too long. They come
to think they have no time for religion, and that faith which feeds
on the invisible and intangible has no chance in the presence of that
which can be seen and touched.

4. The Good Ground Hearers.—The number is larger than we
suppose, probably. It includes those converted while young; those
whose home training has been wise and painstaking; those whose
social relations have been wholesome and uplifting; those whose occu-
pations have been comparatively free from gross temptations, in
law-abiding communities of high social, moral and civic ideals.

Second Study

Parable of the Sower Continued.

Each parable is designed to teach some one central truth; inci-
dentally they teach many others. They also give rise to many
serious and interesting -questions.

The Parable of the Sower indicates how differently different
classes of people will receive and treat the Gospel message. It is
a spiritual or psychological diagnosis of the people who form the
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congregations of the churches. In this sense, it is particularly illu-

minating; it shows the preacher the classes of people he has to deal

with, the causes responsible for the disproportions between efforts

and results, and teaches patience. But one thing it does not teach—

how to remove these obstructing causes. Is there no way of break-

ing up the hardened surface of the wayside? Of deepening the

stony ground? Of removing the thorns?

All Christian teachers are interested in the study of these ques-

tions. No farmer is content simply to sow the seed; he knows that

faithful attention will make a great difference in the results.

Let us consider these different classes; we will call it a study

in spiritual therapeutics.

The Wayside Hearers.—Probably this is the most difficult class

to manage. Seed will not grow on trodden ground, and truth can

take no root in hardened hearts.

What produces this condition is a matter worthy of thorough

study. Of course they do not include the young; they are people

well advanced in life, who have neglected church privileges and whose

natures have become hardened by bad company and in the selfish

competitions of life.

But the soil beneath the trodden path may be productive; all

that is needed is to break up the hard surface. Hence, these wayside

hearers are not hopeless cases; their spiritual receptivity has not

utterly withered; it is only dormant. It is probable that great revivals

like those of Moody and Sankey, or of Billy Sunday, may reach them.

Only heavy showers can soften hardened ground; only great excite-

ment can secure and hold the attention of minds greatly preoccupied

with worldly thoughts.

All experienced preachers know this class of hearers. They are

in every congregation. Habit takes them to church. They are

Gospel-hardened.

. Generally, they are moral and respectable, and for this reason

think their chances are as good, if not better, than the average

church member’s. They are defective in emotion and in imagination;

the invisible and the spiritual do not appeal to them. But their case

is. not hopeless, and besides the effect of a great revival upon them

they may be reached by interesting them in the practical activities

of the church. I would not make them Sunday school teachers, as

has been done, and with good results, too, in some cases. But there

are other and preferable methods.

2. Stony Ground Hearers.—Of course, soil underlaid with a bed

of rock cannot be deepened, and there are shallow soils that never

become anything else. But as a class, they are not vicious; they

are weak rather than wicked, and are salvable. Large trees are often

seen growing upon ledges of rock; their roots, instead of striking

downward, spread outward. Protected by surrounding trees, they
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stand; when these are removed, they go down before the first great
siorm. So this class, though able to resist ordinary temptations, fall
before the storms of persecution and tribulation. The Apostle directs
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Third Study

How the Kingdom of God Grows and What Forces Are En-
gaged Therein (Mark 4:26-28).

All Christian workers are prone, more or less, to impatience anddiscouragement when they have put forth their utmost efforts andresults are long in appearing, and often do not seem to appear atall, for it frequently happens that one man sows and another reaps.
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and the proper directing of its activities is continuous and so im-
portant that without it Christianity would make no progress in mold-
ing and guiding the life of society and the civilization of the world.

1. Spiritual Growth Aanalogous to Plant Growth.—All teach-
ing is seed-sowing. Time is required for the growth of all seed, and
time is required for the seed of truth to take root in the soul. The
apparently sudden conversions in revivals are no exceptions, for
Christianity is an omnipresent force in every Christian community,
and very few grow to maturity without some knowledge of it.

Christian instruction, to some degree, must precede conversion,
else a relapse into the former ways of life may soon follow. Mission-
aries, after years of patient toil, learned this lesson. Hence the
importance of Sunday schools, for statistics show that from these
come the majority of church members, and the most reliable and
steady.

Some pastors are accustomed to devote the evening service to
Bible study in which the congregation takes part. Whatever interests
the people, individually, in the Scriptures is exceedingly fruitful in

results.

2. The Relation Between the Divine and the Human Elements
in the Work of Growth.—The line between the two is not difficult to
find. Our task is, first, to sow the seed of saving truth, and then keep
all obstacles out of the way of its growth, applying the same care and
diligence as the industrious farmer in caring for his crops. This
is his part. The soil, the dew, the rain and sunshine do the rest.
This is God’s part. There is no greater mystery than the action of
these forces upon the seed, or how one seed gives us corn, another
barley, or another, apples. Such is the action of the Divine Spirit
upon the soul when the seed of truth has been implanted in it.

3. All Growth Is Gradual and Generally Slow.—The slower the
growth, the longer the mature life. The child requires twenty years,
the colt five or six; the one may live seventy years or more, the
other, twenty.

So with Christian character. First the blade, then the ear, then
the full com in the ear. Every Christian at first is but a child; the
full development of spiritual strength is the work of years. The
interval is the critical period when many fall away—just as many
seeds perish before fruit bearing, and many a child dies before

reaching maturity. Hence, the work of edification, the church’s daily

task, is of the utmost importance. The Apostle Paul has illustrated

the principles developed in this study, I Cor. 3: 7-11.
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Fourth and Fifth Studies

The Psalms

Introductory Note

—

The Psalms constituted the Jewish hymnbook. They wgre sung
to the accompaniment of the harp or lyre. There is no connecting
link of one with another, except the spirit of praise and devotion.

Among their striking characteristics is the personal note. Writ-
ten in the first person, for the most part, they express personal feel-
ings and emotions, personal joys, hopes, fears, aspirations, the
consciousness of personal need, the gratitude arising from the appre-
ciation of the divine goodness and mercy, or the confident affirmation
of faith in the divine righteousness.

Some of them have a historical background; some of them
embody or reflect the biography of the writer. Such is the 23rd, the
20th, the 24th.

They are as varied in their theories as the experiences and
characters of the individual authors. Sometimes the occasion is a
vivid conception of the honor God has bestowed upon man in making
him Lord of Creation (Ps. 8); sometimes it is the heavens above
so impressive as a revelation of divine power (Ps. 19: 1-6); some-
times, the dignity, the beauty, the purifying power of the moral
law (Ps. 19: 7-14 and 119); sometimes, in earnest prayer for help
against the wicked (Ps. 17); sometimes, a vivid, almost overpowering
sense of the omnipresence of the Divine Spirit (Ps. 139). The great
merit of Psalms lies in this personal feature. There is not a word
of mind, whether of hope or despair, joy or sorrow, not a situation
or condition, whether of adversity or prosperity, possible to human
experience, that is not reflected in these inspired compositions, a
wonderfully complete, comprehensive minor of human life in all its
moods and tenses, equally suitable for any ages or any nation.

Although properly speaking, there is no direct discussion of
theological problems, yet, in almost all of them, in one form or
another, appears the world-old controversy between right and wrong,
between good and evil.

In this connection is to be noted the invincible spiritual optimism
which bursts forth often like a clear light in the midst of darkness.
This is especially manifested in all the Psalms, with four or five
exceptions, in its closing lines, generally expressed in the one word

—

righteousness. A radiant hope, an unfaltering faith illuminates
every situation, however trying or discouraging. The ground of this
faith is God’s righteousness. The fundamental postulate is, that
this is God's world, founded in righteousness and governed and
directed to the ultimate realization of justice and equity in human
society.
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This grand conception of God’s character and of His relation to<

the world goes back to Abraham. Read especially the intensely

dramatic interview between the Lord and Abraham, in which the

latter pleads for Sodom. God will not confound the righteous with

the wicked (Gal. 18: 23-32). It is the clear, firm conviction of this

truth, the vivid conception of God as righteous in His own character

and in His government of the world, that stamps these wonderful

compositions as inspired.

Again, we must make due allowance for the human element in

the Psalms, as in truth, in all Scripture. A few of them are im-

precatory; they are bitter with cursing. Comparing them with the

Gospel standards, they seem out of place. Yet all, or nearly all of

these, are redeemed by a right conception of God, to whom judgment

at last is entrusted. The writer may be wrong, but God will do

right. They are the utterances of a soul to whom for the moment

the light shines dimly, who assumes that his cause is God’s. Some-

times, too, the imprecations are directed not against personal enemies,

but against wicked men as a class, but infrequently the writer speaks

for the nations. In studying the historical background of the

Psalms, it is to be remembered, they cover a period of time stretch-

ing over a thousand years. The oldest is supposed to be the 20th,

written by Moses; the latest cannot be exactly determined, but cer-

tainly belong to the interval between the rebuilding of the Temple

after the return from the Babylonian captivity and the advent of

Jesus the Christ; that is, between B. C. twelve or fourteen hundred

and the beginning of the Christian era.

The name of David is often loosely given to the whole collection.

Of course, this is a mistake. He wrote some of the most beautiful

—

among them the 23d; the exact number, however, cannot be deter-

mined.

If, therefore, one would get the full benefit of the Psalms, he

must, so far as possible, ascertain, in general, their historical back-

ground—in what reign written, or whether before or after the

captivity. In the case of David, much of his personal history is re-

flected. This is the key to their interpretation, in virtue of which

they often become the expression of our own personal mood or situa-

tion, and become exceedingly helpful. For this purpose, there are

two books that are particularly instructive—The Psalms and Their

Story, by William E. Barton, Pilgrim Press, Boston and Chicago, and

The Modern Reader’s Bible, by Richard G. Moulton, the MacMillan

Company, New York. The former gives the historical background of

each Psalm so far as ascertainable; the latter presents the whole

Bible in modern literary form, and by its arrangement and divisions

and interpretative notes, is wonderfully illuminating. This book, as

well as the other, should be owned by every student of the Bible.
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Psalm 17. Two Divisions—Two Studies.

The General Subject is an Appeal to God to Vindicate the

Righteous Against the Wicked

1. The ground of this appeal is the consciousness of the Psalm-
ist that he himself is right with God. It is the result of personal
examination and of a divine visitation in the night. This is to bed stingmshed from the prayer of one seeking forgiveness as in Psalm

favor

‘S

Th *
Pw 0n °f °ne Wh<> haS the assurance of the divine

(James fife)

’ ferVent prayer of the riS>>teous availeth much.

2 The cry for help is not wholly against personal enemies, but

tl^nS‘ a certaln class the rich and the powerful, who in the pleni-tude of their power oppress the weak and the poor. They are fat

tTemsel rrj
"* Pr°U<i t0War<1 the '°Wly: they haVe enriched

themselves at the expense of the poor. It is to be observed that allthrough the Bible God is represented as the Protector of the weakand the poor, and Jesus gave us a sign of His Messiah, the fact thatthe Gospel was preached to the poor. (Matt. 11: 5). The Psalmsare especially full of this idea. The writer of this 17th PsZdentifies himsdf with this class. In fact, as already intimated, this
is the attitude of the Psalms as a whole. The great sin of the rich ispnde, and pride is incompatible with the spirit of the Kingdom ofaven, ence for this reason the rich cannot enter the Kingdom.

feUmvrn
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3. The Two Creeds.—Compare verse 14 with 15. In general they

c ntain a statement of the two creeds that prevail among men.Broa^y speaking, the rich and the pleasure-seeker have their portion
in this life; for this they live; they seek little of the future or of
righteousness and judgment. Their general attitude is represented inthe question, How doth God know? (Ps. 73: 11). They are there-
fore, uninfluenced by any prospect of a final accounting for their
conduct toward their fellowmen. They either trample law under their
feet or twist it to suit their own purposes, and the great lawyers assist.
Contrast with this the faith of the Psalmist. His trust is in the
righteousness of God, and his reward is to have a vision of God’s
goodness, through taking on the divine character, and the joy of
this fellowshinp. God’s loving kindness was better than life—and its
transitory possessions.
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Second Subdivision

God’s Loving Kindness (V. 7.)

1. This is a beautiful, expressive book. It is a compound of

kindness and love, representing a single Hebrew term. It is good

English, but rarely heard today. It is more than kindness. One

may be kind and yet have no personal interest in us. And even love

may, and often is, used in a passive sense. But the term loving kind-

ness denotes a kindness that is personal and a love that is active, di-

rected to some one individual and rejoicing in its opportunity of

blessing him.

2. It is also to be distinguished from righteousness. The

primary idea of righteousness as applied to the relations between

man and man is justice. It has the distinguishing characteristic

of a just judge. (Gen. 18: 25). The just judge is impartial; one

man stands on an equality with another.

3. This relation, indicated by loving kindness between God

and man, is an intimate one, denoting a more vivid sense of God’s

goodness, a clearer vision of his personal nearness. It is worthy of

note that the revelations of God as our Father in heaven came

through Jesus. Glimpses of 'this great truth ‘appear here and

there in the Old Testament, but revelation has a gradual process; it

came in portions, and the prophets at best saw through a glass darkly.

(Heb. 1: 1, revised version I Cor. 13: 12).

4. This term denotes the highest degree of spirituality. Many
Christians hold more or less firmly to God as righteous; a smaller

number are able to say with the Psalmist, Thy loving kindness is

better than life.

Church members may be divided roughly into those who attend

tne prayer meeting and the class meeting, and those who do not.

Only to the former, as a general rule, is the vivid vision of God’s

loving kindness possible.

Let the pastor or student who reads these studies take his

Concordance and see how often this beautiful word occurs in the

Psalms, and consider how he can bring God thus near to his people.

Sixth and Seventh Studies

Seed Time and Harvest. B. (26, Vs. 5-6.)

Note.—Something has already been said concerning the historical

background of the Psalms.

To a proper appreciation of this beautiful Psalm, a brief

historical statement is necessary.

In B. C. 586, Jerusalem was overthrown by the King of Babylon,
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and all the leading citizens of Judah were deported and settled on
a branch of the Euphrates River, not far from the City of Babylon.
Fifty years later, Babylon was captured by Cyrus the Great, King
of Persia, and by an extraordinary providence he gave the Jews
permission to return to their native land.

Possibly a fifth or more of the Psalms were written during this
exile by writers who had been among the captives, old enough at the
time of the depredation to have a vivid recollection of their native
home. More than likely, not a few of these came back with the
first returning band.

Whoever would thoroughly understand this group of Psalms
must have saturated himself not only with the history of Judah
prior to and during this time, but also with the history of the great
Babylonian Empire. Brief statements are found in II Kings, but
much must be sought in general history. These Psalms are among
the most instructive in the whole collection, a mirror of the experi-
ences of the people, beginning with the depressing gloom and despair
of the first years and ending in a triumphant joy at the close.

Psalm 126 represents the feeling when the decree went forth
offering them the opportunity to return. I make this the subject of
two studies

—

First Division

1. The first effects of the exile upon the religion of the captives
a time of the loss of faith. In this connection, read Psalm 14,

evidently written at this time. This “Fool”—the original means
empty one had lost all faith in God. First, because he could not
reconcile the present fate of the people with the divine promises,
according to which the promised land was to be a perpetual inheri-
tance to Abraham and his seed.

A second reason was the false idea that the Temple at Jerusalem
was necessary to the preservation of religion. It had been for
nearly 400 years the center of Jewish worship. All attempts to
establish places of worship in different communities had been dis-
couraged. Religion and the Temple had become interchangeable
terms. There alone God manifested his presence, and only through
the high priest was communion with him possible. The natural con-
sequence was that the religious life among the people languished;
to many, religion first ceased to be personal and became national,
and then a mere form and ceremony.

Now, when this class found themselves suddenly transplanted
to a foreign land and subject to the government of an alien people,
they lost faith in God altogether. They themselves may not have
realized fully how shallow was their religious life. In all ages,
prosperity breeds hypocrites, adversity atheists and infidels. They
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thank God with their lips when the sun shines; they cease to believe

in his existence or, at least, in his concern for them when darkness

hides the light. The Psalmist justly calls them fools—empty ones.

They are empty, so far as religious faith and trust are concerned.

Their theory of religious service accords with Satan’s. Doth

Job fear God for naught? (Job 1: 9); the wife of Job is their true

type and representative.

2. But in truth there was a severe trial of faith, even for the

most devout. There runs through all the Old Testament the doctrine

that there is a vital relation between righteousness and prosperity;

that it is always better with the righteous than with the wicked, even

for the material blessings of this world. The seeming contradiction

to this truth puzzled Job, and is the theme of that great book.

Reasons for this faith are found in practical experience.

a. Whatever a man acquires honestly is held with a firmer

title. A far greater uncertainty and insecurity attach to property

obtained through fraud and injustice. Honesty is the concern of all

men; dishonesty is a universal danger and a universal curse.

b. The course of life, individual and national, comprises this

truth. “I have seen the wicked in great power and spreading himself

like a green bay tree—Yet he passed away, and lo, he was not. Yet

I sought him, but he could not be found. Mark the perfect man, and

behold the upright; for the end of that man is peace.” (Ps. 37: 35.)

One should read carefully Psalm 73. Only when life comes to its

end can judgment be pronounced upon it, whether it has been a

true success of a real failure.

c. The daily strength and joy that come from the consciousness

of God’s loving kindness. True strength and happiness lie not in

outward possessions, but in an inward consciousness of communion

with God—in a faith which makes a man superior to his

circumstances.

Second Division—Ps. 126 Continued

The Time of readjustment.

The first reaction against the gloom and despair in the beginning

of the exile was due to the necessity of finding out how to live in

the midst of the new environment.

1. The expression “Sowing in tears,” applies to this period.

The people had been colonized on fertile land. It was, doubtless, in

tears that they sowed their first crops, and probably, for many
years, for recollections of their own loved fatherland would naturally

revive. But in the course of time prosperity blessed them; time’s

healing influence softened their early grifef, and at length, harvest

time became a joy.
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The spiritual meaning, however, was probably in the mind of the
Psalmist, for more than likely he had been among the original captives
and one of the prophets or preachers during all this period. His
task had been from the first to preach to the people and, in spite
of seeming contradiction, to insist upon God's fidelity to his promises.
He had to preach to weeping congregations, and with tears probably
in his own eyes. He was sowing the seeds of truth and faith in
tears, trying to put courage and hope into hearts crushed with
sorrow and deadened with despair. No ministry could have assayed
a more difficult task, especially as “the gods” of Psalm 14 were numer-
ous. And yet no task could have been more necessary. In the end
the prophets discovered that there was a righteous remnant, and in
their hearts the seeds of divine truth and hope took root and grew.
How large this number was appeared at the time of the return; only
a small portion availed themselves of the opportunity. “The fools"
and their descendants remained. Prosperous in business and empty
of any deep piety, the motive was lacking, although there were two
subsequent returns.

The Psalm expresses the joy of this righteous remnant. They
went back to Jerusalem and Judea and preserved the nation intact
till the advent of Jesus and the proclaiming of the Gospel of Salva-
tion. This was the reaping in joy to all the faithful preachers and
elders.

2. How th6 Prophets Reconciled the Calamity of the Exile with
God’s Promise to Abraham of Canaan as a Perpetual Inheritance.
(Gen. 12: 15.)—The mistake of the Jews was that God’s favor would
continue forever, simply because they were the seed of Abraham.
They needed no repentance; they were safe and saved because of
this fact. (Matt. 3: 9.) Most interesting is the fact that this mis-
take was made clear to them by Ezekiel, who was himself one of the
exiles. He taught them that a man is condemned for his own sins
and saved by his own righteousness—that neither individual sin nor
individual righteousness could be inherited. (Ezekiel 18:2-24.) It

was easy for the people, imbued with such a notion, to forget that
God’s promises to nations as well as to individuals are always con-
ditioned upon their fidelity to Him. God cannot save a wicked nation
or a wicked man, no matter whether they are of the seed Shem,
Japheth or Ham.

3. When Jesus came, the chief purpose of the Jewish nation
was accomplished. Had they accepted Christ, their history would
have, been quite different.

Yet God has not wholly forsaken the race; as individuals they
still live and prosper to a degree, so far as they are true to the faith
of Abraham (See Acts 10: 34). This was the great lesson which
the exiled Jews learned from the mouth of their teachers.

w
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4.

Making Most of Circumstances.—The ability of the Jews to

adapt themselves to circumstances is instructively shown in their

sojourn in Babylon. Subject to an alien race with an alien religion

and language, reduced to utter poverty, they solved the problem of

physical and social life against all prejudices and other obstacles,

and not only preserved their religion, but attained a higher degree

of personal righteousness and spirituality. Compare our condition

in America, and the parallel is striking. This is our seed-time; if

faithfully employed, the harvest is sure, and the reaping will be

with joy.

Wilberforce, O.

IF YOU are a pastor, you have in your congregation

school teachers, business and professional men, bright

young people, or other persons of intelligence, who would

appreciate the value of the Review if it were properly call-

ed to their attention. Try the experiment and write us the

result.
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THE PRESENT STATE OF MIND OF THE A. M. E.

CHURCH

SYCHOLOGY is the word having most popular
vogue at the present time. Men are discuss-
ing and explaining all human phenomena in
the terms of psychology, just as in the recent
past they viewed all questions in the light of
their “sociological” aspects or stressed the
word “efficiency,” which is another term dear
to the American mind. A brief psychological

study of the A. M. E. Church at the present time may not
be without profit as revealing its mental processes and gen-
eral tendency. An organization—political, social, religious—
partakes of the general characteristics of a person. In fact,
it possesses a personality, a character; it is nothing but a
huge person magnified a hundred, a thousand or a million
times. An organization, acting as an individual, has moral
and spiritual qualities

;
it thinks and wills

; it may hold anger,
resentment, hope or fear; it is subject to elation and depres-
sion of spirit; it may be intimidated or cajoled, and become
the prey of opportunists and demagogues.

Now “a state of mind” is not, as a rule, spontaneous.
It is not the result of influences acting immediate and direct;
it is produced by causes anterior and often far remote. One
hundred years ago a few communities along the middle
Atlantic seaboard held all there was of the A. M. E. Church.
Then its chief object and aim were for ecclesiastical liberty.
Then came its period of rapid extension and growth follow-
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ing the Civil War. It saw the need, and, chiefly on faith, it

opened schools and colleges. It established a Department

of Finance, which, on the whole, has been more carefully

nurtured and sustained than any other. It created its De-

partments of Publication, Missions, Education, Church

Extension, Sunday Schools and Christian Endeavor. It has

established newspapers as a connecting bond of communi-

cation and information* and given us a literary magazine as

a medium of expression for its best and highest thought.

Thus have its thought and energy been chiefly expended

—

initiating, building, organizing, expanding. Now, having

grown large, numerous and complex in its activities, it

stands on the threshold of a new era. The earnestness, faith

and courage of its formative years must now find new chan-

nels of expression. In the United States and Canada, in

Africa, South America and the islands, it is seriously

brought face to face with the problem of administering,

holding and developing the things it has brought to pass.

In all large movements among men, the quality of lead-

ership counts more than 50 per cent. Resources, however

abundant, may be worse than wasted if there is incapacity,

narrowness of conception, lack of unity of plan and force

of execution. The days of autocracy, as in the time of

Bishop Payne, are numbered. The church is scanning the

conduct of its leaders and holding them to account as never

before. While some are overdoing this business, on the

whole it is well intentioned and sober minded. The cry of

“graft,” which now and then is raised, is not a sign of

decadence on the part of our leaders. There are probably

fewer “takings” along side lines now than ever before. Prac-

tices that were tolerated in silence or accepted as a matter

of course have been outgrown. The church has become

more sensitive. Its standards of official conduct have

changed. Its recent legislation as to the division and dis-

bursement of connectional funds shows what the mind of

the church is in these matters. The day has passed when

a Bishop can set aside with impunity the express letter of

the law or over-ride without protest the will of the church.

The office of a Bishop was never more respected than now.
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There is no assault upon the bishopric, but only against
those who misuse or abuse the office. A clean, impartial
business administration is the demand of the hour.

The leadership of the Bishops is not only generally con-
ceded, but large discretionary power is willingly accorded
them. This is particularly true as relates to the manage-
ment and support of the work in the several educational dis-
tricts. But there are evidences which point to the fact that,
at times, the “Bench of Bishops" is itself leaderless. True,
they are equals

; we have no Archbishop
; but a “Bench of

Bishops," like a cabinet or the ministry of a government,
needs one or more guiding spirits whose superior wisdom
and largeness of vision command adherence. Take the mat-
ter of the proposed “Centennial Fund." It was attacked as
not legalized and upon grounds that clearly showed an
animus without foundation in the general sentiment of the
church. Here was an opportunity that could only come once
in a century to strengthen our educational and other general
interests. But some of the Bishops were either timid or
indifferent; hence, as a connectional movement, it has fallen
to the ground, but where properly presented it has met
with prompt and generous response.

The state of confusion that has existed between the
A. M. E. Publishing House and Sunday School Union has not
been dealt with either with promptness or vigor. The great
body of the church is silently, but vigilantly, regarding the
course of those who are acting for it. That a wise, just and
definite settlement will be made of matters that relate to
our printing and publishing interests, we do not doubt, but
the church has not yet “made up its mind" what to do. The
action of the last General Conference showed that it was
neither willing to abandon the “old land mark" nor its
method of operation. But it did not record itself as willing
to undertake its financial regeneration. The trend of events
in the next twelve months will doubtless determine its judg-
ment.

So far as the rank and file of the people are concerned,
there seems to be no present demand for the election of more
Bishops. We are speaking of the “present state of mind";
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what a year and a half may disclose we do not venture to

predict, save from the bearing of certain present elements

that enter into the question. Much will depend upon what,

disposition is made of Bishop Heard in West Africa and

Bishop Johnson in South Africa. There is a growing senti-

ment throughout the church, which seems to be crystallizing,

that these men should be withdrawn from the foreign field.

In regard to West Africa, the question does not possess so

many difficulties, but it is problematical whether one of the

present Bishops here can, with mutual acceptance, be ex-

changed for Bishop Johnson in South Africa. If the door is

once opened in order to elect a man for South Africa, it will

be almost impossible to close it in the face of the many eager

aspirants who desire to serve the church at home. So far

as personalities are concerned, there does not appear to be

anywhere a man who bulks large enough to attract to him

the attention of the church or to have riveted upon him the

fixed attention of the connection.

Much as some may seek to minimize and obscure it,

candor compels us to admit the presence of the spirit of sec-

tionalism in dangerous and ingenious forms. The wicked

men who foster and feed it have not yet sufficiently tried

their ground to attempt a test of strength. The church

knows them and is aware of their movements and menacing

influence, but it does not seem to be so sure of its connec-

tional coherence as to visit the first sign of disloyalty with

swift and open condemnation. In fact, in the past some who

have threatened to raise the flag of revolt and have made

destructive criticism their weapon, have gathered a follow-

ing and inspired intimidation, to be crowned at last with the

highest honors in the places of authority and power.

The outgivings of certain ambitious laymen as to the

restlessness of the people in relation to official and minis-

terial oppression and domination do not reflect the mind of

the church. Under the “diversity of gifts" bestowed by

the Holy Spirit, ministers have always had charge of the

machinery of the church under whatever denominational

name. They will continue to do so here if the heart and soul

is not to be taken out of its activities.
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The mind of the church is not absorbed in “grand
rallies” and the raising of “dollar money.” She is awaken-
ing to social consciousness and becoming more keenly alive

to connectional responsibility and unity. Though with some
reluctance, she shows signs of adjusting her methods to

meet the changed conditions of a new age. In statu quo
may spell stagnation. Apprehending this, the church of

today is turning to the standards and looking to the guid-
ance of the men of today.

PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR

Paul Laurence Dunbar was a product of the first genera-
tion of freedom. Whatever of talent, endowment or genius
he possessed belonged to the rich, warm blood of his African
inheritance. We know that capacity, genius, ability, are not
limited by race or blood

; but so universal is the imputation
of racial inferiority to the African and his descendants that
the achievements of each gifted son or daughter reflect

glory upon the entire race. The Negro has contributed very
little to what we know as human progress in the terms of
modern civilization. This fact is used against him and is

made to justify his unequal and degrading treatment. It is

only by multiplying examples of the highest achievement
that the universal judgment may be reversed. In the United
States, Dunbar and Henry O.^Tanner are “the sea mark of
our farthest sail” in letters and in art. These are not freaks
or prodigies, but prophecies of the latent powers of the race,
the first unfoldings of which have not yet but fairly begun.
Like the midnight sun of the North Polar regions, the dark-
ness that has enveloped the African and his descendants
has been briefly illuminated here and there through the
centuries by some bright Negro intellect in almost every
quarter of the earth. However widely the many varieties
of the human race may differ in certain physical character-
istics, they have a common origin and are of one and the
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same family. The Creator has not made one branch of the

human family inferior to another. History does, however,

abundantly prove that the groups into which the human
family is divided differ in race traits, characteristics and in

wealth of endowment in certain specific directions. The

world is indebted to the Jews for keeping alive and trans-

mitting across the centuries a pure monotheism. The Greeks

realized the highest ideal of beauty to which mankind has

yet attained ; while the white races of Europe and America
have displayed a genius for colonization, commerce and
invention applied to the development of the physical

resources of the earth. So large and comprehensive have
been the contributions to knowledge that it is felt by many
that there is little left of a distinctive character for the

black peoples to do. But in the spiritual realm, in the emo-
tions, in music, in kindness, in cheerfulness and the spirit

of brotherhood, the Negro has a wealth of endowment,
which, when his hour comes, will put a living soul into the

activities of human life which may well be the glory and
the crown of that world-wide civilization which makes for

peace, for brotherhood and love.

Dunbar was an interpreter of the life and spirit of his

people. Fresh as a breath from the hills, his poems breathe

with the atmosphere which surrounds the life of his race.

Dunbar’s voice is the first note of the bird that sounds the

approach of dawn. He fell asleep before his eyes beheld

the day which he had ushered in. But the harp whose
strings were touched by him with such poetic grace will

not remain forever silent. Other hearts that have been

warmed by the equatorial sun will be filled with new and
higher inspirations; other hands, black tinseled by the sub-

tle alchemy of the tropics, will lift the veil from off the

ability and power of his people, that all the world may feast

its hollow metallic senses in the banqueting house of mind
and spirit where the heart presides.

Dunbar was always a child—a child at play—who
passed from us before he came to the full maturity of his

powers. From the days of his boyhood, intimately and well

we knew him, when he was yet unknown beyond a narrow
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circle in the busy little city where he held a position of
the humblest sort. We have ridden with him many times in
the car of his elevator, where, scattered about him on loose
sheets of paper, were some of the first of his imperishable
lines which were to win the admiration of the world. When
his first book, Oak and Ivy,” came from the press, we intro-
duced him to our congregation and assisted him in dispos-
ing of copies he had borrowed from the printer to pay the
cost of publication. More than once have we dined with him,
with chitterlings and hot corn pone as the piece de resist-
ance. He has come to us in the late hours of the night, when
the muses were singing at the windows of his soul, in search
of a word that might better convey the delicate shades of
thought or feeling they brought before his vision. The
late John Bigelow said of a visit to Alexander Dumas, that
Dumas showed him a story he had just completed, and in
reply to a question, remarked that he never rewrote his
manuscripts, but let the first draft stand. This, Bigelow
gratuitously remarks, was “characteristic of his race.” This
was not true of Dunbar, who was three-fourths paore^Negro
than Dumas. When the song had spent itself, he carefully
corrected and revised. May we not add that this was
characteristic of his race”? Dunbar was the spoiled child

of the agreeable men and winsome women of every city
where he went. He was not retiring or exclusive; where
beauty, pleasure and music met, he made a feast. He was
his own best interpreter of his works. To hear Dunbar read
from Dunbar’s works, with his deep rich baritone voice, with
every action suited to the word, was to see him at his best
and to hold forever afterward a pleasant memory that can-
not fade,

A spirit so highly strung and sensitive as his was not
without its tragedies. He has come to our study wearing
a look of almost hopeless dejection and begged us to come
upon our knees alone with him, in the presence of the Alone,
to pray for strength and heaven’s gracious favor. We have
it told elsewhere how he wrought and what, up to now, is
the world’s estimate of his genius, and we have here, too, an
intimate sketch from one who for the first time breaks her
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silence to speak of him who first won her hand and linked

her name forever with his fame.

Phyllis Wheatley and Dunbar, each of the pure African

type, were the first to enter the enchanted ground of poesy

and song. Up there among “the choir invisible,” with

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, with Burns and Keats, with

Shelley and with Poe, may they not await with confidence

the day when the gifted children of their people will hold

the wrapped attention of the world, while they flood it with

their ravishing strains of music and of song?

THE THIN VENEER OF CHRISTIANITY ON
EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION

“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with
all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great com-
mandment, and the second is like unto it: Thou shalt love thy neigh-
bor as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the
prophets.”—Jesus.

We are loathe to write. Our words are feeble and of

small carrying power, but could we speak in trumpet tones

with the authority of an archangel, it would matter little in

this epochal hour, when a new chapter in the world’s history

is being written in blood by the point of the sword.

While this editorial is being written the smoke of battle

is rising from the great funeral pyre into which almost the

whole of Europe has been so suddenly transformed. Is this,

after all, but a devil’s world, in which men make a mock of

God and a burlesque of the cross of Christ by using prayers

and religious ceremony as a diversion from the pursuit of

passion and lust, tyranny and oppression, slavery and war?
European civilization professes that it has come down
through the ages leaning on the arm of Christ, just as our

civilization here was born with the Bible in its hands.
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Anno Domino! Anno Domini! We find it everywhere,
“A. D.,” on every letter, newspaper, book and legal docu-
ment. This, then, according to all the chroniclers, is “the
year of our Lord 1914.” It is so written. The sea murmurs
it over the graves of battleships and the wind whispers it

among the skulls on new battlefields. But how shall we
characterize that awful monster which in “this year of

grace” burst forth, as from the belly of hell, to set all Europe
ablaze with the flame of war? The thing is so forbidding, so

terrible and cataclysmic, it is difficult to characterize it.

These are some of the characterizations we have noted
in sources of enlightened opinion: The Independent calls

it “The Suicide of European Civilization”; the Rev. Dr.

Royce, writing in the New York Evening Post, asks the
question, “Has Christianity Collapsed?” The American
Hebrew concludes an analysis of the world crisis as follows

:

“The Church has failed. Throughout the centuries

Christianity has spoken of peace, but nowhere in Christian
teachings has there been found effective example^_of the
peace spirit since the death of its great founded. As Yan
institution it has been the right hand of war, ministering
words of comfort to the dying soldier, but never standing
firmly for the ideals of peace in moments of crisis. The
Christian world remains barbaric. The teachings of Chris-
tianity have not penetrated.”

The assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand at
Sarajeva was not the cause of the present European war,
but only the fuse that fired a continental mine. The causes
of the war were the commercial rivalry and jealousy between
England and Germany

;
the long cherished revenge of France

over the lost provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, which were
taken from her by Germany in the Franco-Prussian War of
1870, and the race antagonisms of the Teutonic and Slavonic
races. Professor Hugo Munsterberg has written that “the
issue between the on-rushing Slavic world and the German
world had grown to an over-powering force.” Thus we have
the causes, or the alleged causes, that have precipitated the
conflict of nations in Europe. Whatever the cause or causes
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that have brought on this conflict, at its close the world will

never be the same again. We mean that the attitude toward

the Christian religion and the practice of those professing it

will undergo a deep and radical change. A writer in a recent

number of the Christian Register says: “It is, indeed, of

painful significance that Austria, the loyal daughter of the

Roman Catholic Church, and Germany, the mother of the

Protestant Reformation, should be the two nations which

are directly responsible for the present and unprecedented

European upheaval. What trifling effect, if any, have the

‘real presence/ the ‘confessional’ and the ‘solemn high mass’

of Catholicism, and the ‘immediacy of God in Christ/ ‘sal-

vation by faith’ and the ‘individual and his conscience’ of

Protestantism, had upon those soldier-ridden nations?”

We do not think it can be said in truth that Christianity

has failed. Christianity has not failed for the very good

reason that “it has never been tried.” Christ, in the midst

of civilizations that have been baptized in his name, is

despised and rejected of men. It is frankly admitted every-

where that Christ has no place in Wall Street or on the

stock exchanges in the financial capitals of the world; he

has no place in commerce and trade; his teachings are not

followed in the halls of legislation. Men have made religion

a thing apart from politics' and business and barter and

trade. Men are continually saying that it is impossible to

practice the teachings of Jesus in the actual affairs of the

daily life of the world. All of which is to say that they

refuse to practice his teachings and have set up other stand-

ards in their stead.

The people who at this moment are making Europe an

inferno are the very people who claim to have received the

oracles of God from God himself. They have, through the

ages, been the custodians and the interpreters of the teach-

ings of Jesus. They have claimed it to be their high mis-

sions to civilize and christianize the dark-skinned peoples

of the earth. These nations, in the name of “Christian

Civilization,” have carried subjugation, exploitation, tyran-

ny and war over more than one-half of the population of the
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world. They have exalted commerce above Christ, the love
of gold above the love of God, the extension of empire above
the spread of the kingdom of God, and the Christianity of
Europe, and America as well, will go into science, history,
philosophy, and even the Bible itself, to prove that equality
and human brotherhood as taught by Jesus are a fiction,

having no place in the practical affairs of life. Fortunate,
indeed, is the dark-skinned world of heathenism that God
has held it in reservation as virgin soil, in which to plant the
good seed of the kingdom of heaven.

The farce of Christian civilization as it has been played
through the centuries, had run its course to the last bloody
act. In its denial of the teachings of Jesus, America has
little to boast over Europe. Whatever the outcome, when
the present conflict ceases, the map of Europe and other
considerable portions of the globe will be rewritten. But
that will matter little if the boundary lines contain the same
spirit that is now making a wreck of Europe. Baptized with
blood and purified by fire, a chastened Europe should come
forth to give Christ a larger entrance into its heart.

Even in the heat of the battle the combatants have
tarried long enough to exchange observations on the influ-

ence of the struggle on the race problem. Emperor William,
who for more than a decade has been disturbed over the
spectre of ‘The Yellow Peril,” protests against France using
African blacks to fight against him. England is being
warned that her union with Japan, which has already in-

jected itself into the present conflict, may inspire other
Asiatic races to throw off the white man’s domination and
over-lordship. Then, too, these African black troops under
the tri-color are Mohammedans, while Japan is a non-Chris-
tian nation. What is to become of “Christian Civilization”

when Japan, China, India and Africa are awakened and
come to consciousness that they are able to cope with the
white man on more than equal terms? For~tV^enty cen-

turies Europe and its American descendants have tried

science, philosophy, literature, art, commerce, territorial ex-

pansion, armies and navies and the outward forms of Chris-

tianity; all these have failed either to save the world or to
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save them from themselves. There are those who are now
predicting that on the ruins of the crumbling thrones of

Europe a new type of society will arise, in which the world

will be saved either by Democracy or Socialism. Prof.

Rudolf Eucken, who is, we think, the greatest mind of the

age in the realm of philosophy and who has done more than

any other- philosopher to show the reality and supremacy of

the spiritual and divine, says: “Our own age is making it

continually and increasingly obvious that this self-abandon-

ment of man to civilization is absolutely impossible of accom-

plishment. Above all the speed and racket of the machinery

of civilization there breaks out with ever-increasing loud-

less the call for the furtherance and development of the liv-

ing man, for the building up of the soul, for the salvation of

the spiritual self.
“ * * * The life of Jesus estab-

lishes evermore a tribunal over the world; and the majesty

of such an effective bar of judgment supersedes all the

development of external power.” A new birth, a new life,

a new creature in Christ Jesus, the love of Christ in the

hearts of men, will give us peace on earth and nations doing

righteousness in the fear of God. Let the dominant peoples

of the world, as they sit by the smouldering embers of

broken kingdoms and depopulated nations, read again the

decree of the Almighty: “The nation and the kingdom that

will not serve God shall perish.

MRS. SARAH E. TANNER

The womanhood of the last generation of Americans

of African descent is unique in the annals of the human fam-

ily. When we consider how great was their handicap, how
limited the means at their command, their achievements

are all the more remarkable. The power and influence of

our womanhood is the chief contributing cause of the mar-

velous progress of the race in the last fifty years. As soon

as the home and family life of the race was possible
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they established it and immediately linked it with the

church and the school. Counting no sacrifice too great, it

was they who first took the children of their race by the

hand to lead and sustain them in the path of progress. They

did not send their children to church ;
they took them. They

placed their children in the schools and counted no sacrifice

too great to keep them there.

Mrs. Sarah E. Tanner, who has but recently passed

from us, was one of the greatest among a remarkable group

of colored women who were the inspiration and sustaining

power of all that is highest and best in the present genera-

tion. It is no accident that among her children are men
and women of character and high achievement. We do not

have to look far into the background of our life to trace

the influence that has been most decisive. Every outstand-

ing life has the inspiring presence of a woman in its shadow.

No man stands alone or walks alone
;
we are all on crutches,

and he who stands the straightest and walks with the firm-

est step is the man who may lean most confidently upon the

strength of a good mother or a faithful wife.

Mrs. Tanner was the mother of what in these days is

considered a large family. She was the wife of a minister,

and her children were reared in a large city. But neither

the waywardness erroneously attributed to the children of

clergymen nor the traditional evil influence of the environ-

ment of a large city prevented her from giving the world

a family all of whom reflect credit upon her; two of whom
have achieved distinction in the learned professions, while

one has attained international fame as an artist. Of her

two worthy sons, we will not here attempt to say which

works with greater power: Henry, who places his artistic

conceptions and inspirations on the canvas, or Carl, who,

working on the human mind and spirit, is seeking to call

forth from it the image of the divine. Her son Carl’s work

and worth will doubtless receive the more grudging recog-

nition because he follows the career of his distinguished

father.

That in the city of Philadelphia alone, within a space

of less than two years, death should mark the passing of
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three women of such high character and worth as Fannie

Jackson Coppin, Sarah E. Tanner and Mrs. Theodore Gould

does but emphasize the solid attainment that may be set

down to the credit of their race. Our parent body of the

Women’s Mite Missionary Society, of which Mrs. Tanner

was one of the most useful and influential members, could

do no greater service than to write and publish biographies

of such women as these, as an inspiration to the young

women of the race.

Bishop Benjamin Tucker Tanner is a highly fortunate

man. We have no sad laments to say for him. Happy

must be the grief he bears as he sits in the mellow twilight

of the years, looking back upon the stately figure who

walked with undying devotion by his side through all the

years of his fruitful public career.

Soft now, the lights are low. A few more tomorrows

and then the greeting that knows no parting in the land of

unfading light, where Sarah E. Tanner walks in beauty with

a diadem of glory on her brow.

SIGNS OF PROGRESS IN THE DEPARTMENTS OF

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR AND MISSIONS

However thorough his training or large his capacity, it

usually takes a man five or ten years to learn his trade in

any work that relates to the service of humanity or the

administration of large affairs. This is true of the minister,

the lawyer, the physician. In this era of doleful prophecies,

destructive criticism and the pernicious activity of lay and

ministerial mischief-makers, it is as reassuring as it is

refreshing to call attention to the two successful meetings

which have recently been held. The one is the Young

People’s Congress, held in Atlanta, Ga., July 8-12, under the

auspices of the Allen C. E. League and Sunday School Union

;

the other, the Missionary Campaign in Chicago, July 19-27,

under the auspices of the Missionary Department. By this

forward movement, Dr. J. C. Caldwell and Mr. Ira T. Bryant,
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Secretaries of the Christian Endeavor and Sunday School
Departments, and Dr. J. W. Rankin, Secretary of the Mis-
sionary Department, have shown a broadening grasp of
their opportunities for the development and progress of the
work committed to them. The Sunday School Union has for
years neglected the rich field that was invitingly open to it

in stimulating and guiding the work of Sunday School con-
ventions and institutes

; while from the time of its organi-
zation the hope has been cherished that the Allen Christian
Endeavor League would bring into our denomination some-
thing of the zeal and enthusiasm that characterized the
Christian Endeavor movement in the early years of its

organization. The young people of the A. M. E. Church
constitute an important part of the intelligence and Chris-
tian character of the young people of America. A baptism
of the Holy Ghost, coupled with enlightened, systematic
methods of work, upon this host who will soon stand at the
center of affairs, will go far toward settling our place as
fellow-citizens with the saints in the kingdom of God. While
congratulating Dr. Caldwell and Mr. Bryant upon the con-
ception and successful execution of the plan of this con-
gress, we indulge the hope that the methods learned and the
enthusiasm kindled may leaven and inspire the young people
of the entire church to awake, arise, gird on their strength
and go forth in the spirit of Christian militancy.

The late Bishop Daniel A. Payne was the first to inau-
gurate the movement of holding missionary conventions
within the bounds of the annual conference. This for twenty
years had not gone beyond the women of the Mite Mission-
ary Societies until Dr. J. W. Rankin, our present Missionary
Secretary, conducted his missionary campaign in Chicago.
Neither the spirit of missions can be aroused, nor the
money to support missionary activities collected, In any ade-
quate measure, by the Secretary issuing printed “appeals”
from the comfortable distance of his office. Dr. Rankin has
gone right to the heart of the matter by radiating from one
of our most important centers among the pastors and people,
having with him the President of his board and other
Bishops and men of consecrated scholarship to arouse, in-
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spire and instruct the people on the subject of missions. He
does well to plan for similar meetings in every part of the

country until the whole connection is quickened and aroused

with apostolic conviction and enthusiasm for the salvation

of “Christian lands,” as well as the world of heathenism.

Indeed, the example of Secretaries Caldwell, Bryant and

Rankin might well be contagious. If all of the General

Officers devoted their energies to developing the opportuni-

ties and possibilities of the departments intrusted to their

care instead of so much striving for “higher honors,” as has

too often been the case, we would hear no talk from respon-

sible sources about “retrenchment” by the merging of one

department with another. The Secretary of Education, as

a specialist along educational lines, might, if permitted, be a

tower of strength to the Trustee Boards and Faculties of

our various colleges, while meetings in the different Educa-

tional Districts might be held, not primarily to raise money,

but to educate the money raisers and the money givers in

the nature of their responsibility and in systematic methods

of co-operating .with the common or public schools, as well

as systematic support for those managed by the church.

The Editor of theA M. E Review as head of a depart-

ment the function of which is entirely literary, might prop-

erly assume the literary leadership and guidance of the

growing intelligence and culture of the church. Aside from
making the Review a vehicle for the ripest thought and a

channel for the conveyance of the highest and best things

in the sphere of letters, he might hold both Episcopal Dis-

trict and Connectional Literary Congresses, whose entire

program would relate to the things in the realm of letters,

philosophy, science, music and art. With our people thus

awakened and guided in Sunday Schools and Christian En-

deavor work, in missionary activity and educational effort,

with writers, musicians and artists to give expression to

the heart and soul of our strivings, we, as a denomination

and race, might then make a contribution to the progress of

the kingdom of God on earth, which would entitle us to a

permanent place among those who have wrought for the

nobility and freedom of the humah spirit.
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BENEDICTUS QUI VENIS IN NOMINE DOMINI

“There is not, and there never was on this earth, a work of human
policy so well deserving of examination as the Roman Catholic Church,
i he history of that Church joins together the two great ages ofhuman civilization. No other institution is left standing which car-
ries the mind back to the times when the smoke of sacrifice rose from
the Pantheon and when camelopards and tigers bounded in the Flavian
amphitheater. The proudest royal houses are but of yesterday when
compared with the line of the Supreme Pontiffs. That line we trace
back, in an unbroken series, from the Pope who crowned Napoleon in
the nineteenth century to the Pope who crowned Pepin in the eighth,
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tbe time of Pepin the august dynasty extends, till it
is lost in the twilight of fable.”—Macaulay.

The Homan Catholic Church is the most marvelous and
enduring institution known to man. Among all nations and
races there are multitudes who make the sign of the cross
and bow as worshipers at her altars. No other human or-
ganization has shown such skill, wisdom and ingenuity in

seizing upon and directing to her own purposes all of the
strongest impulses and aspirations of mankind. Many times
through the ages has her death-knell been sounded, while
the world has been summoned to come and witness her
downfall. Next to her in antiquity stands ‘the republic of
Venice; but the republic of Venice is gone and the Church
of Rome remains. Through the years of her long dominion,
she has seen governments and ecclesiastical establishments
pass away, while she has taken a new lease of life and re-
newed her power in the midst of the very ruins of the spot
whereon they stood. It was while speaking of the Roman
Catholic Church that Lord Macaulay, from whom we quoted
at the beginning of this editorial, penned his prophetic and
oft-quoted lines: “She may still exist in undiminished
vigor when some traveler from New Zealand shall, in the
midst of a vast solitude, take his stand on a broken arch of
London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul’s.”

The death of Pope Pius X and the accession of Cardinal
Giacomo Della Chiesa to the Papal throne under the title of
Benedict XV have, even in the midst of widespread and
devastating war, compelled the world to stop and take note
of this world-power institution and the man who is the su-
preme head of its affairs. In the election of the new Pope
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Rome has shown her traditional sagacity in meeting a great
world crisis. Whatever be the outcome of the present Euro-
pean war, the map of Africa, India and Europe may be
changed. In this emergency a Pope is needed who has the
grasp of a statesman and skill in the arts of diplomacy.
Unlike Pius X, who sprang from the peasant class, the pres-
ent occupant of the chair of St. Peter is a nobleman. He
received his training under Leo XIII and came up in asso-
ciation with Cardinal Rampolla and Cardinal Merry del Val,
Papal Secretary of State under Pope Pius X. His rise has
been rapid. A man about sixty years old, he has been an
Archbishop but seven years, and only donned his Cardinal’s
robes last May. No King, Emperor, President or other
church dignitary occupies the power and influence that have
so suddenly passed into his hands.

The Reformation, which may be said to have begun
with the preaching of Luther against indulgences, has sep-
arated the Christian world into the two great divisions of
Roman Catholics and Protestants. From the sixteenth cen-
tury onward the claim has been repeatedly made that
Catholicism was dying out, but the evidence seems to be
wanting. The Roman Catholic Church has the immense
advantage of Protestantism in that the whole Catholic world
is organized under a single chief, while Protestantism is

divided into numerous independent, and often antagonistic,
ranks. In the Catholic Church there are no serious disputes
on points of doctrine, while the many sects of Protestantism
disagree among themselves on points of doctrine and cannot
unite against the solid front of Rome. In dealing with the
religious education of children and in finding an avenue for
expression of the various forms of religious enthusiasm,
Rome has shown both more wisdom and skill than Protes-
tantism.

But with all the favorable things that may be said about
her, the Roman Catholic Church has been for ages one of
the chief contrivances for deceiving and oppressing man-
kind. She has been the enemy of progress, the foe of lib-

erty and the persecutor of the discoverers of new truths.
The new Pope, like his immediate predecessor, is opposed to
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modernism. A comparison between Catholic and Protestant
countries is altogether unfavorable to Rome.

Compare Denmark and Portugal, Edinburgh and Flor-
ence, England and Spain; or compare the portions of
America that have been settled respectively by Protestants
and Catholics. The Catholic Church, which claims, by Divine
right, the exercise of temporal power, is an enemy of gov-
ernment in a democracy or constitutional monarchy. Her
aim is universal dominion, temporal as well as spiritual.
Between the two extremes of Catholicism and Protestantism
a happy mean may yet be found. There must be some-
where an authoritative voice. In the revolt against author-
ity it may be that Chillingsworth’s famous phrase, “The
Bible, and the Bible only, is the religion of Protestants,” has
caused the pendulum to swing to the extreme of an arc from
which it must vibrate sufficiently to recognize the good in
the other segment.

Borne high aloft in the canofied sedia gestatoria,
studded with jewels and cloth of gold, Benedict XV received
the triple crown, or tiara, ornamented with precious stones,
pearls^ and three royal diadems when the great choir had
sung Tu est Petrus” and the officiating Cardinal Deacon
said in Latin, “Receive the triple crown and know that you
are the father of kings, the pastor of the world, the vicar of
Christ, and crowned Pope.” Thus comes in the 265th Pope
and spiritual shepherd of two hundred million souls. For
the prosperity of Christendom we re-echo the shout that
swept so long ago the Mount of Olives: “Blessed is he that
cometh in the name of the Lord”—Benedictus qui venis in
nomine dominie

DOES PRESIDENT WILSON, LIKE PRESIDENT
LINCOLN, RESPECT THE OPINION OF HIS

COLORED FELLOW-CITIZENS ?

“Back in 1882, Frederick Douglas related this episode of Lincoln.
He was holding a public reception at the White House on the evening
of his second inauguration, March the fourth, 1865. In his Inaugural
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Address were those inspired and inspiring words: ‘With malice
toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as God
gives us to see the right, let us finish the work we are in, to bind up
the nation’s wounds.’ You know the rest.

“Lincoln had struck a new national note. He was anxious lest its
generous tone might antagonize the more radical and imperil the
unity of public sentiment. As the people thronged round him, he
noted Douglas a little distance off, and, calling his name, beckoned
him forward. The crowd surged to admit him, when the burdened .

president grasped his hand fervently, holding it a moment, while the
people waited. ‘Douglas,’ said he, solemnly, ‘I want to ask you a ques-
tion, and I want an honest answer.’ ‘You shall have it, Mr. Presi-
dent.’ ‘Douglas, tell me exactly how my Inaugural today struck you ’

The representative of the race that Booker T. Washington so well
represents today replied: ‘Mr. President, that was a holy thing’ That
was a holy thing!’ With a hearty ‘Thank you,’ those big hands of
Lincoln’s gave a mighty grip; then brushing away his manly tears,
and with a relieved heart, he turned to receive the waiting, wondering
guests.” Rev. Dr. Denis Wortman in Homiletic Review.

This very dramatic scene throws into strong relief the
attitude of our present Chief Executive toward the good
opinion of his colored fellow-citizens. Judging from his acts
and the general attitude of his administration, it is doubt-
ful whether President Wilson has any serious concern as to
the opinion or attitude of colored citizens. Does he care how
they feel about segregation in departments of the federal
government? Both by petition and the representations of
delegations he has had this matter called to his attention.
So far it has seemed to give him no concern. Does President
Wilson care what the best and most representative negroes
think about his acts ? Does he appreciate the support given
him and his administration in the last presidential election ?

So far he has neither courted their good opinion, their favor
nor respect. Whether he bestows the small number of fed-
eral jobs usually alloted to colored men does not matter
much, but the condition his administration would force
upon the entire race is a matter of serious concern. Presi-
dent Wilson had it in his power to be the most beloved and
highly honored of any President since Lincoln, so far as the
colored people are concerned. When tariff schedules and the
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financial legislation of the moment are long forgotten, the
verdict of colored Americans concerning him, which is now
being formed, will long remain. Does President Wilson care ?

BISHOP ALEXANDER WALTERS TO EDITOR

RANSOM

Rev. R. C. Ransom, D. D., Editor A. M. E. Review, Philadelphia, Pa.

My Dear Sir:

I am in receipt of the July number of the “Review,” and an excel-
lent number it is. Accept my thanks for the same. I have read your
editorial entitled “What Will Bishop Walters Do Now?” with interest

and profit, and am grateful to you for your complimentary references
as to my leadership, etc.

In answer to your question, “What Will Bishop Walters Do Now?”
I desire to state that, before I severed my relations with the Repub-
lican party, and united with the Democratic party, I counted the cost.

I knew that I would be misunderstood, and misrepresented, for with
a large number of Afro-Americans, the Republican party is a fetish,

and for a Negro not to worship and trust it is considered an unpar-
donable sin. I knew that I and my associates would be the victims
of the severest criticisms and vituperation, but having in common,
with others, the interest of our race at heart I decided to stand the
storm, and let the future justify my actions.

It is known to us all that it is the Democratic party that is in

control in the south, and it is in the south where the majority of our
people live. And it appeared to me that the work of the hour was to

do something to change the negro’s political condition throughout the
south, for the better.

The important question with us was, what method we should
adopt to bring about that end. It was thought that, since the Repub-
lican party had abandoned us to our fate, an alignment with the
Democratic party was the best way out of the difficulty; that by
so doing we could arouse a new interest in the Republican party, and
bring to our support the northern and western Democrats, thus kill-

ing two birds with one stone.

It was, and is, our hope, that the northern and western Demo-
crats would, and will be able, to influence the south to the extent that
it will be willing to restore to us the ballot, and repeal its inimical
le'^isLt.or’. But we did not expect this to be done within a year or
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two, for we were aware of the difficulty of the task, and believed it

was the proper method to pursue, and knew that eventually our object

would be accomplished.

We cannot believe that the Democrats of the south are uninflu-

enced by the progress we have made in the last fifty years. It is

hardly possible for them to talk forever about the Boston Tea Party
and Taxation Without Representation; and remember that the negro
is paying taxes on millions and millions of dollars of real estate, and
still deny to him the right of franchise. We cannot believe that the
Democratic leaders of the south, who are aware that there are a half

million Negroes voting in the northern, eastern, and western states,

and in a short while there will be a million, and still ignore this

tremendous force in politics. The policy cannot be other than sui-

cidal. The south is just as sure to lose out in its effort to keep the
Negro from the ballot box as it was in its efforts to keep him in

slavery. And it is our duty and our work to keep these things to the
fore—to hammer on the stone until it breaks. When an Irishman was
asked by his lord what blow did the work, after he had broken open
a large stone, he answered, “My lord, it was every blow.” Our efforts

may be feeble now, but, like the Irishman’s first blows, they are hav-
ing their effect.

When northern Democratic legislators realize that they are being
kept out of office by the votes of colored men, because of the unfair

treatment of the Negro, in the south, by the whites, they will find a way
to induce the dominant party of the south to restore the ballot to the
black man in all the states in which it is now withheld from him.
And so- far as I am concerned, unless the present administration
gives the black man a square deal, I will not advise the colored man
to vote the national Democratic ticket, but, on the other hand, will

urge them vehemently to vote against it.

Segregation

Every manly and self-respecting Negro is against segregation in

the government, in any form, and must and will fight it at all times

and in all places to the bitter end. It is well to remember at this time

that segregation started under Republican rule. It commenced in

the latter part of Roosevelt’s administration, and was continued dur-

ing Taft’s. In the last year of the latter’s administration, I chanced
to visit the Postoffice Department and the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving. I was surprised to find in many cases that the colored

clerks were in a room to themselves, and the whites to themselves.

Of course, here and there, a few colored clerks were in rooms with
whites, but none but a fool would fail to see that the arrangement was
an effort at segregation. The truth is that, when it comes to segrega-
tion, the Democrats and Republicans are at one in the matter, and it
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behooves the Negro to present a united and aggressive front, in oppo-
sition to segregation. This is no time to stand off and criticise, but
for all to pitch in, both Democrats and Republicans, and help to save
the day, for we have enemies in both parties, and a plenty of them.

Dismissals

We all know that the wholesale dismissals began under the Taft
administration. He gave us to understand, in his inaugural address,
what we might expect of him. He told us that his policy would be
not to appoint Negroes to office in those localities where white people
objected. I am told that more than four hundred Negroes were put
out of office during his administration. Who put Doctor Crum out
of the Collectorship at Charleston, S. C., and appointed a white man
in his place? Mr. Taft. Who put Rucker out of the Postmastership
at Atlanta, Ga., and put a white man in his place? Mr. Taft. Who
put Cohen out of the_ Land Office at New Orleans and put a white
man in his place ? Why, a Republican PresidentsMr. Taft.
Who put Mr. Wilson out of the Postmastership at Florence,
Ga., and put a white man in his place? Mr. Taft. Who put
R. L. Smith, of Texas, out of his fat job ? Why, President Taft. But
why need I go further? The record tells the story, and a sad, sad story
it tells. Who put all the Negroes off the National Republican Com-
mittee, where at one time we had nearly a hundred members? Why,
Republicans, certainly. Who paved the way to put all the Negroes
out of Congress ? President Hayes. And, since I come to think of it.

my good friend Dancy was taken out of the Collectorship at Wil-
mington, N. C., and his place filled with a white nian. Our good
Methodist president, McKinley, did that. Why, my good friend
Ransom, have you forgotten the records? If you have, look them over,
and you will find that those of both the Democrats and Republicans
are stained with mean and hellish deeds against the Negro.

I write not this to condone the acts of this administration, in
regards to the black man, for I urged President Wilson and Attorney
General McReynolds not to put Lewis out of office, and if they did
put him out, to give the place to a Negro Democrat. But, following
the example of Mr. Taft and others, they put him out and gave his
job to a white man. The same is true of Mr. Tyler.

I commend both Democrats and Republicans alike for the con-
firmation of Judge Terrel. Surely we owe the northern and western
Democrats and Republicans something for the manful way they stood
up for our able judge, because, had it not been for their support, the
Judge could not have landed. The nomination of Judge Terrel, by a
Democratic president, and confirmation by a Democratic senate, has
given the Negro a status in the Democratic party such as he never
had before.
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I have been told by heads of departments that a ratio between
white and colored employes is observed in the dismissal of employes;
for instance in the Post Office at one time there were sixty-one men
dropped. Of this number, eleven were colored. At another time, twenty-
two were dropped, and only two were colored. In the Pension Office

about a hundred were dropped, and out of that number only six

were colored. So, whenever we hear of a number of colored men
being dropped, we must remember that a much larger number of
whites, in the majority of cases, are being dropped also. This is a
Democratic administration, and you know it’s the policy to put out as
many Republicans as possible, whether they be white or black. What
we Negroes are contending for is, that when a Republican Negro is

put out of office, that his place be not filled by a white man, but by a
Negro Democrat.

The one man who is making the most havoc among Negroes in

Washington is Mr. Cramm, a Republican, who is demoting Negroes
without cause, reducing clerks to messengers, and messengers to

laborers. I tell you we all need to be on the firing line now. We need
to unite and fight our common enemies.

What Bishop Walters is Going To Do Now

First, I am going to continue to urge the President to keep his

promises, to give the black man a square deal, by appointing him to

important offices, and to use his influence to prevent the enactment
by Congress of any inimical legislation. Second, I am going to advise

the black man to continue to divide his vote, and to support the men
who have proven themselves to be friends to the race, whether they

be Democrats, Republicans, or Bull Moose. And if this does not effect

a cure, I am going to advise them to organize a Negro party, and
wherever it is feasible to do so, to put Negro candidates in the field

for municipal, county, state and congressional offices. This is what
Bishop Walters is going to do now.

ALEXANDER WALTERS,
New York City.
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THEIR MAKERS L MESSAGES
As VOICED IN THE FLYING DAYS

By George W. Forbes, West End Branch, Public Library,

Boston, Mass.

EFFECT OF THE WAR ON LITERARY PRODUCTIONS

HIS is an ill-omened and unhappy quarter in the field

of letters. Books are usually the result of calm re-

flection and days of piping peace; but these middle
months of 1914 offer little opportunity for such
occupation. With the four largest nations in the
civilized world arraigned in deadly conflict, the atmos-
phere of the thoughtful is depressing and every-
thing else but conducive to calm reflection. Our
ideals, which have been drawn usually from the liter-

ature of England, Germany and France, are rendered
futile and nugatory when we recall that these very

peoples are now involved in the most horrible of wars. Living out-
side of the war zone in America furnishes no relief to us; for the
truth is the whole world is involved in this gigantic struggle, and our
sympathies ebb and flow with the tide of battle throughout each
hour of the day. We must wait, therefore, for calm moments and the
return of the dove of peace before we can find in the field of letters

the happy consolation and charm which books alone can afford.

MR. A. A. SCHOMBERG’S RACE LIBRARY

I returned from Long Branch in early August from an editorial

conference with Dr. Ransom by way of New York for a short con-
verse with Mr. Arthur A. Schomberg, the well-known secretary of

2(2
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the “Negro Society for Historical Research.” Besides his official

position, Mr. Schomberg is a contributor to the “African Times and
Orient Review,” of London, and devotes much time to collection of
books about and by the race. He is, in fact, a most enthusiastic
bibliophile, with a rare collection brought together in the most system-
atic way. But first let me call your attention to the fact that this
man with all this race enthusiasm was not originally American, nor
born speaking the language; for Mr. Schomberg was born in St.

Juan, Porto Rico, January the 24th, 1874. His parents were Charles
and Mary Joseph Schomberg, of the well-known family x>f Nicholas
Joseph, of the island of St. Croix, D. W. I. Graduating from the
grammar school in 1887, he entered the Institute of Popular Instruc-
tion in 1888, afterwards mastering the printer’s trade. He came to
New York in 1891 and was one of the founders of the first Revolution-
ary club formed for the purpose of furthering the cause of Cuban and
Porto-Rican freedom. This movement was inaugurated in the home
of the author, Rafael Serra, in West Third Street.

The subject of this sketch read law five years in the offices of
Pryor, Melliss & Rarris. He has taken an active part in the
political affairs of New York city ; served as President of St. Bene-
dict’s Lyceum for one term, during which the celebrated plays of
“Damon and Pythias” and the “Merchant of Venice” were success-
fully staged and played. He is a forceful, concise and instructive
writer, and under the “nom de plume” of “Buarinex” has contributed
extensively to the daily newspapers of the city.

But it is rather as a book-collector and his wide knowledge of
them that Mr. Schomberg appeals to the readers of these notes. A
mere glance at the names of some of these treasures will indicate the
amount of his enthusiasm and the range it has taken in pursuit of
them, among the rarest of which are:

An autograph copy of Phyllis Wheatley’s poems, published London,
1773. Another copy printed at Walpole, N. H., 1802. A copy
of her letters published at Boston, Mass.

Gustavus Vassa, the Narrative of His Life, London, 1793.
Ignatius Sansho, “Letters,” First Edition, London, 1782; two volumes.
Paul Cuffe, “Brief Account of Sierra Leone,” N. Y., 1812.
Paul Cuffe, “His Life,” 1822.
J. W. C. Pennington, “Origin and History of the Coloured People,”

1841.

Frederick Douglass, “Autobiography,” 1845.
J. M. Whitfield, “Poems,” 1840.
William Wells Brown, “Clotel,” “Narrative of a Fugitive,” “Three

Years in Europe,” “Rising Sun,” “Black Man.”
Martin R. Delany, “Condition, Elevation, Emigration and Destiny of

the Coloured People in the United States,” 1852.
William C. Nell, “The Coloured Patriots of the American Revolution,”

Boston, 1§55.

Frances E. W. Harper, “Miscellaneous Poems,” Boston, 1854; “Iola
Leroy” (novel).

Samuel R. Ward, “Autobiography of a Fugitive Slave,” London, 1855.
“Josiah Henson, “Father Henson’s Story,” Boston, 1858.

Poems of Isley Walden, the Blind Poet, of North Carolina.
Genesis, in Grebo Tongue, by Rev. J. Payne, formerly the property

of Mrs. Rosetta Douglass Sprague.
The unpublished autograph letters and sermons of Alexander Crum-

mell, the immortal champion of his race, at home and abroad,
presented to the Society by Mrs. Hayson, of Washington, D. C.
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Alexander Crummell, “The Future of Africa,” “Africa and America,”
and the “Greatness of Christ.”

Rev. Edward Wilmot Blyden, “Liberia’s Offering,” “Christianity,
Islam and the Negro Race,” and other books and pamphlets by
him.

W. T. Catto, “History of the Presbyterian Movement,” Philadelphia,
1857.

William Douglass, “Annals of St. Thomas’s First African Church,”
1862.

Paul L. Dunbar, His Poems and Prose.

Dr. J. McCune Smith, “Lecture on the Haytian Revolutions,” etc.,

New York, 1841.

Bishop Holley, “Vindication of the Capacity of the Negro Race,” etc.,

New Haven, 1857.

Negroes’ Memorial, The Abolitionist’s Catechism, London, 1825
(white).

American Negro Academy. Occasional Papers.
Autograph Letters of Authors. More than forty letters of Negro

authors are to be seen at the Society’s Room.
Bound Volume Anglo-African Magazine, edited by Wm. Hamilton,

New York, 1856.
Collection of Rare African Curios, and Photographs of Noted Afri-

cans, etc., etc.

Such are the names of only a few of this rare incunabula; for

Mr. Schomberg is an indefatigable searcher for truths pertaining to

race history and achievements; and he spares neither money nor

pains in his efforts to get facts. My visit to his 140th Street home
was a most pleasant one—talking and glancing over manuscripts and

autographs of the departed great, and hearing the story of some rare

find erewhile

“Hidden—far beneath and long ago.”

Mr. Schomberg has already gathered from the four corners of

the earth three hundred and more of the rarest books by colored

authors, which he has carefully catalogued. He spent several days in

Boston during the early summer in pursuit of others. And where

he was unable to buy he copied, both day and night, works to be found

in the Boston Public Library. The colored race is to be congratulated

on a member of the rare enthusiasm of Mr. Schomberg.

A COLORED MAN ON THE WORLD’S JURY
Lovers of fair ''play who read their papers carefully on the 5th

of July must have found pleasure in the recognition shown the

colored race in making up the jury to select the world’s greatest short

poem. On that occasion there appeared in one or m(5re of the lead-

ing papers, in every city of the land, a discussion of “What is the best

short poem in English?” Twenty-five of the leading poets in the

English-speaking world discussed the subject. Here are the names
of the writers and the poems selected as their choice:
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The poets who voted. The poems they selected.

Henry Mills Alden No choice

(Keats’ “Ode on a Grecian Urn”
William Stanley Braithwaite . .

.

Shelley’s “The World’s Great Age
( Begins Anew”

Witter Bynner. .Wordsworth’s “She Dwelt Among the
Untrodden Ways”

Bliss Carman Wordsworth’s “Daffodils”

Madison Cawein Poe’s “To One in Paradise

Gilbert Keith Chesterton. .Blake’s “Tiger” and “The Young Lady
from Niger” (Anonymous)

John Erskine Scott’s “Proud Maisie Is in the Wood”

Theodosia Garrison Lang’s “Lost Love

Charles Buxton Going ••••• No choice

Arthur Guiterman Shelley’s “Ozymandias of Egypt

Thomas Hardy v10,10,®

Thomas S. Jones, Jr Keats’ “Ode on Melancholy

Joyce Kilmer Patmore’s “The Toys

Richard Le Gallienne Keats’ “La Belle Dame Sans Merci

Edwin Markham Tennyson’s “Tears, Idle Tears

John Masefield. .Chaucer’s “Ballad of Good Counsel,” Shakespeare s

146th Sonnet

Brander Matthews No choice

Curtis Hidden Page NcL C
-j
01C

P,

James Whitcomb Riley Longfellow’s “The Bridge

Clinton Scollard Keats’ “Ode on a Grecian Urn

George Sterling Keats’ “Ode of St. Agnes
^

Charles Hanson Towne Keat’s “Ode on a Grecian Urn

Thomas Walsh Milton’s “On His Blindness

Edward J. Wheeler Blanco White’s “Night”

Ella Wheeler Wilcox No choice

In the foregoing list, and arrangement, which is that of the New
York Times, it will be seen that Mr. Braithwaite’s name stands sec-

ond, which is indeed high honor for a colored man, coming from the

New York Times; for that paper, with its southern Jew owner, is

not partial to colored men. But what is better, all the large southern

papers of the country, as well as those of other sections, ran this

article which thus honored a colored man, though most of them did

not know of his race. It is interesting to note that Mr. Braithwaite s

first selection, Keats’ “Ode on a Grecian Urn,” was named by two

other writers, which was the largest vote given any one poem. Be-

sides the two named, our author tells us that five other poems pressed

themselves forward for the place. Says he:

“But my choice—and how can I determine it convincingly?—is

between Keats’ ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’ and Shelley’s ‘The World’s

Great Age Begins Anew,’ the final chorus in ‘Hellas.’ But my judg-

ment is like a shuttlecock between the two. Were I to name the

‘Ode,’ I would slay an experience; were I to name the chorus from

‘Hellas,’ I would murder a conviction. And both are as one beat of

my heart. I know no short poems so good.”

We think that the readers of these notes ought to see the poem
which the literary taste of our greatest living poet selected for reading

America on July 5, 1914, and here it is:
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ODE ON A GRECIAN URN.

By JOHN KEATS.

Thou still unravished bride of quietness,

Thou foster-child of Silence and slow Time,
Sylvan historian, who canst thus express

A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme;
What leaf-fringed legend haunts about thy shape
Of deities or mortals, or of both?

Wliat men or gods are these? What maidens loth?

What mad pursuit? What struggle to escape?

What pipes and timbrels? What wild ecstasy?

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter, therefore, yet soft pipes play on;

Not to the sensual ear, but, more endeared
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone;

Fair youth, beneath the trees be bare;

Bold lover, never, never canst thou kiss,

Though winning near the goal—yet, do not grieve;

She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss;

Forever wilt thou love, and she be fair.

Ah, happy, happy boughs! that cannot shed
Your leaves, nor ever bid the Spring adieu;

And happy melodist, unwearied,
Forever piping songs forever new;
More happy love! more happy, happy love!

Forever warm and still to be enjoyed,

Forever panting and forever young;
All breathing human passion far above,

That leaves a heart high-sorrowful and cloyed,

A burning forehead and a parching tongue.

Who are these coming to the sacrifice?

To what ’green altar, O mysterious priest,

Lead’st thou that heifer lowing at the skies,

And all her silken flanks with garlands drest?

What little town by river or seashore,

Or mountain-built with peaceful citadel,

Is emptied of this folk, this pious morn?
And, little town, thy streets for evermore
Will silent be; and not a soul to tell

Why thou art desolate, can ’er return.

O Attic shape! Fair attitude! with brede

Of marble men and maidens overwrought,
With forest branches and the trodden weed;
Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought
As doth eternity; Cold Pastoral!
When old age shall this generation waste,
Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe
Than ours, a friend to man, to whom Thou say’st
“Beauty is truth, truth is beauty,” that is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.
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DEATH IN THE HIGH RANKS OF AFRO-AMERICA.

Thev brought home to Boston, from Newport, R. E. in early

Sentember all that was mortal of the late Mark R. De Mortie and

faid it away in Woodlawn Cemetery. To the older ^
informed New Englanders, the mere menfcg:

of this mans^name

ton^mor^ ^r°^ess 'since

1
18^53.^ “JSTa. ™an of

having belonged to and worked with the inner circle of the Antislavery

the other stirring scenes leading up to the
: ... th Fifty-

^fantT/to
3
F
d
orttagne^and other noted bat-

Hefields
^ merchant in Boston before the war broke out he was

money rather than have them sacrifice a principle. De Mortie settle

for a while in Virginia after the war, but returned finally to Boston

where his latter dlys went down the vale of years Having suffered

a shock of partial paralysis some four years ago, he had since lived

with his daughter, Mrs. Dr. Wheatland, wife of the noted Newpor

specialist Such, however, was the inspiring effect of his upright lif

anrexemplary ^
character that his whole career has always served as

filled from among those who have since aspired to leadership.

* * * ,. * * * * *

EQUALLY TO BE DEPLORED WITH THE FOREGOING

was the death in July of Mrs. Charlotte Forten Grimke, wife of Rev.

fo/him even iif 1847, from a slave-holding secretary of the navy».^
h®

compliment that “Mr. Forten is the only contractor ^at can rig

vessel without first having an advancement 9
f money from th

«

ernment. ’ Miss Forten entered the Higginson school in Salem,

Mass in 1854 and later on finished at the Salem Normal School with
Mass., m ioofi, ami i

she won m competition

Over^fifty°rivals theToner of writing the best poem and the distinc-

tion of being complimented by the faculty and the local P£®s
j;

school she taught awhile in Salem, but returned finally for the same

work to Philadelphia, and at length joined the corps of teachers sent

St
m
andTrd

Ch
and 8S" ttantirMonttSy!"” Mifs^Sten was a graceful

writer, with great poetic insight and feeling. She stood high in anti-
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cirjfjes, so much so that there is a tradition that she might

H was Siff
Higgmson instead of Mrs. Grimke had she so desired.

Mr Primti t

follo™ng ber southern work that Miss Forten met Rev.Mr. Grimke, to whom she was married, to form with him one of the

snent
C0

+
Up1

!?
of human

,
wedlock. There lives were happilyspent together to the very end, each living for the other Mrswas th® author of much that will live in the annals of therace s best productions, and we understand that it bid fair to come

?f°°
k f°rm ln tbe

.
end - Charlotte Forten Grimke was one ofthe rarest specimens of American womanhood. The mentioning ofthe foregoing love incident recalls the fact that there was a tradition

Pau^the wpll
3
?

311, bet;Yeen William Lloyd Garrison and Miss Susan
’w Well-k "0W

V
col°red teacher, in the Boston of 1835 or so andthat between Charles Lenox Remond and Miss Weston the dis-tinguished author of antislavery history. These probably were littfemore than traditions; at all events, such unions at that time wouldwrecked the antislavery propaganda, and would have been allthat the enemies of freedom desired.********

ONE VACANT CHAIR MORE THAN ALL THE OTHERSwas noticeable in the rapidly thinning ranks of the G. A. R. when
in

,

D
T
troit early September, and that was the placeof the late Colonel James B. Lewis, of New Orleans. Colonel Lewiswas always in constant attendance in G. A. R. circles. He had entered

out ?L
myr^thWthG Louisiana colored troops and served through-

pW 1 Wlth
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at d,stinctlon. He went from Mississipni
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llv® permanently in New Orleans and took

lead in. the ranks of colored citizens which the new amend-
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fPlendid example of what an up-
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the most important offices in Louisiana and was held"p
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g
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0rleans was the headquarters for every coloredman traveling on high political or race missions.

* * * * *
,
* * *
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d an unfailing urbanity and the polished mannersthe gentleman born. Few ever saw him ruffled or of uglv temner

daih^ M«n
had t0

?Teet tbe famy side of more than 100 employesdaily Many are the students who owe to this man much for theopportunity he gave them tc earn their expenses through college and
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favor or other - Mr - Betts entered the
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at Young s as a boy in 1866 and from that day until the 9thof September past was hardly ever absent from the place.
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WARS AND HOW THEY ARE CONDUCTED.

Since the whole world is more or less at war just now, let us

devote a few paragraphs here to the manneP and mst^ments

emdoved by the belligerents in conducting it. The German Army,

on a peace^ooting, numbers 790,000 well-trained officers and men

and on a war footing, four and a half million men and officers, while

?he peace footing of the French is equally large and has a war

strength of four- millions. Russia’s army ranges anywhere from

a million and a half in peace to six million men and officers in war

time. For administrative purposes the armies of those of

first two countries just named are thus organized:

Army Corps—Its staff, 2 infantry divisions, 2 regiments of field

artillery, 3 squadrons of cavalry, a company of pioneers, a bridge

train, field bakeries, telegraph troops, field hospital,
?

or two batteries of heavy field howitzers or mortars and a

machine-gun group. Total, 40,000 men.

Infantry Division—Two brigades. Total, 12,000 men.

Brigade—Two regiments. Total, 6,000 men.

Regiment—Three battalions of 4 companies each. Total, 3,000 men.

Battalion—Four companies of 250 men each. Total, 1,000 men

Regiment of Field Artillery—Nine batteries of field guns and 3 of

field howitzers; 72 pieces.

BrigidTrf^CaTOlry-Two and occasionally three regiments. Total,

RegiS of Four squadrons of 200 men each. Total, 800

The field artillery of the warring powers is now having its

UwJmv^ad been drilled by German Army officers and Krupp guns

were used while the Servians used French guns that were made
_
at

Creusot An artillery expert, familiar with European guns a

tactics declared recently that this war is to be one to test the

artilleries of the Powers involved, and one thing more than another
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closely on thesame lines, but each country has turned out a weapon

very different. It is aimed to produce a gun that is powerful, accu-

rate and yet light enough to be handled quickly and moved sma^tly

Som one point to another. The Gennans have the lightest gun and

the British the heaviest. The load consists of the gun •
with its

carriage and shield, the limber with ammunition a"d jntMMhmg

tools and the gunners. The total weight of the British gun, is

4,480 pounds, of the Russian gun, 4,312 pounds; Austrian, 4,2
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el&ian, 3,864 pounds, and German,3,852 pounds. It is necessary with these quick-firing guns to have
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W^n accomP?nying them, and offen^ instead oicarrying all the pinners on the gun carriage, some are on thiswagon and thus the weights are better distributed
Five men and a sergeant is the usual number of men necessaryto handle one of these field guns, although with some armies sixmen are used. In the British artillery the sergeant rides on his

limber am) ^^
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charge is 9% pounds of cordite and it can throw shrapnel 10,000 yards,

or more than five miles. The gun and its equipment weigh 11,872

pounds. The British also use a 6-inch howitzer, which weighs 3,360

pounds and which can throw a shell weighing 122 pounds more than

7,000 yards. This gun and its equipment is just half the weight ot

that of the 5-inch gun. , ,, - ,

France uses a howitzer of 6.1 inches calibre. The shell weighs

94 pounds and the gun has an effective range of 7,000 yards. I he

breech of this gun opens automatically after each round and from

four to five shots a minute can be fired.
, • ,

The Germans have a heavy .battery gun of 4 inches calibre, which

is very effective up to 5,750 yards with shrapnel, and with common

shell up to 11,000 yards. There are six of these guns in a battery, but

it is a slow weapon to move about because of its weight and a plat-

form, which it is necessary to carry for each gun. The Germans also

use a howitzer of 6 inches calibre, which can be fired two- or three

times a minute. One of the most modern of the German guns is a

howitzer, which is hauled by motor cars. Its calibre is 11 inches and

the piece of 11 feet long. Its shell weighs 136 pounds, which, at an

elevation of 4% degrees, can be thrown 33,135 feet, or about six

miles. The charging of this weapon takes eight men. Naturally a
.

piece like this is not easily transported about the country and is useful

°nl
^ Against this^hf French have a howitzer of 10.7 inches calibre

which, with its total equipment, weighs 22 tons When being moved

it is in four pieces, the piece, the carriage, the slide and the platioim,

and a battery of six pieces, exclusive of ammunition, requires twenty-

four vehicles that weigh 130 tons.

Writing from the front under date of August 18. a wounded

French soldier said: “Our artillerymen employed melinite shells,

the effects of which were terrible. From a long distance we could

clearly see sections of the enemy’s ranks mowed down by this tire

The German troops adopted close formations recognized as out ot

date, and advanced. Our gunners literally sprinkled the ground with

a hail of fire, and one shell exploded near a section of fifty German

soldiers, who were thrown upon their faces. After several instants

we saw two or three of them arise and flee. The rest lay prone.

Our four-piece batteries worked against the enemy s six-piece bat-

teries, but the French fire was much more rapid than that of our

adversaries, and we rained a veritable shower of shells into the

German ranks. The Germans, not possessing the recoil-breaking

devices with which the French guns were fitted, found their weapons

suffering derangement after each discharge, while the French fire

was so rapid as to be almost without break. An idea of how the

Germans regarded our artillery fire was given our gunners by a

number of German prisoners who were submitted to the danger ot

our shells on August 13, when the One Hundred and Ninth Regiment

of German infantry, known as the Baden Guard, marched on the posi-

tions occupied bv the French. A violent combat followed. The strug-

gle was being waged when suddenly our artillery was brought into

play and the greatest panic ensued in the ranks of the Germans, the

French being immediately victorious. ‘The French artillerymen are

demons,’ said the Germans who were taken in the fray.

Nevertheless, it is the general belief of military experts that the

German army is today using a new form of explosive in the pro-

jectiles fired by the howitzers in siege operations which is far more

powerful than any explosive ever known before. Lyddite and meli-

nite are declared to be primitive explosives when compared with the
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difficulty with this theory is that it does not square with the facts.

Race antipathy is not instinctive, but a matter of careful education.

Black and white children play together gladly and know no preju-

dice until it is implanted, precept upon precept, and by strong social

pressure; and when it is so implanted it is just as strong in cases

where there is no physical difference as it is where physical differ-

ences are striking. The racial repulsion in the Balkans among peoples

of practically the same blood is today greater than it was between

whites and blacks on the Virginia plantations. This argument ad-

mits the essential equality of races, but insists on the difference in

gifts, and argues that antipathy between races allows each to develop

its own peculiar gifts and aptitudes. Does it? That depends on

antipathy. If antipathy means the enslaving of the African, the

exploitation of the Chinese, the peonage of Mexicans and the denial

of schools to American Negroes, then it is hard to see where the

encouragement comes in. If it means the generous encouragement

of all men according to their gifts and ability, then why speak of

race antipathv or encourage it? Let us call it human uplift and

universal brotherhood and be done with it. Such are the arguments.

Most persons use all four at once and skillfully skip from one to

the other. Each argument has in other days been applied to individ-

uals and social classes, but we have outgrown that. We apply it

today to races because race is a vague, unknown term which may be

made to cover a multitude of sins.”
.

Mr. Braithwaite, while not analyzing the subject so closely as

the foregoing, furnishes good examples of the evils of race hatred.

In fact, he doubts that one can do more than enumerate the results

of race antipathy, and, showing how futile the effort at defining it,

says:

“Race antipathies are, after all, the expression of a barbarous

and tribal spirit. They are an inheritance of ignorance from the

backwaters of humanity. The mob is their modern embodiment.

Race antipathies are not wholly a question of color; they are as

much a question of class, of custom, of manners, of traits, of culture.

One hears a great deal of race solidarity, of race purity. Race

solidarity is a political shibboleth, and race purity is unknown among
advanced and civilized nations. What is race solidarity if it fails

to break down the last barriers of social intercourse? Race antipa-

thies are rife enough, one is bound to admit, in all manner of social,

civil and industrial relationships, but there is a power in the indi-

vidual to overcome them. Culture, love, wealth and genius have

wiped away, or at least nullified, race antipathies wherever they have

stood in opposition. One might turn back on one’s own argument

and create a paradox by saying that race antipathy does serve a good

purpose by making the race against which prejudice is exercised

more determined to eradicate it by succeeding in all the virtues of

civilization. There is the example of the Jew in England, of the

Irish in Boston. I remember sitting in the Fogg Art Museum and

hearing G. Lowes Dickinson deliver the Ingersoll lecture on the im-

mortality of the soul. It was with an almost prophetic earnestness

that he said, ‘There is no difference between men—neither race, nor

birth, nor breeding, nor learning, nor environment makes any differ-

ence; the only difference is in the growth of the soul.’ And race

antipathies seldom sink so deep as that.”

Both of these writers rose to the full height of the occasion, and

the race owes the Globe a vote of thanks for the opportunity it gave

them to express their views.
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INCIDENTS OF RARE BRAVERY ON THE GREAT
EUROPEAN BATTLEFIELD.

THAT THE frENch WERE DECEIVED about the loyalty
Provinces is thus shown by a wounded soldier who said:

I he officials of the villages of Lorraine fell upon the necks of theFrench soldiers when they came into town and greeted them as
saviors No sooner had they done this than they would go to the«dge of the village and hand out French flags, big white sheets, etc.,
to indicate to the enemy the exact position of the French soldiersIhe ma^or of one Milage tapped a French field telephone wire for
the benefit of the enemy after having offered a room in his housefor the installation of the station. A local schoolmaster corrected
the range of the German guns by moving the hands of the church
clock. At Dieuze the French were persuaded that they would meetno opposition. Despite these assurances, however, they came upon
concrete trenches filled with German troops and supported by quick-
firing guns. After they had stormed the trenches with the bayonetand were resting, they heard the strains of Chopin’s funeral march
played by a military band in the distance. This music served as aprelude to a storm of shells from a masked battery.”

“GERMANS MARCHED UNDER COVER OF DARKNESS
to attack the forts at Liege. When they came to the surrounding
fence those who touched the wires were electrocuted. The blinding
glare of searchlights was focussed in the eyes of those who remained,
i he machine guns were turned loose, and they were mowed down like
grass. 1 he ground was exploded under theih.”

AGAIN, AT CHARLEROI, IT IS SAID THAT: “There inthe narrow streets the carnage was indescribable. A French infan-

f^,
m

,

an sai ? tbat the roads became so jammed with dead that the
killed remained standing upright where they were shot, supported bydead comrades. The last stand of the French was made before therailway station, in front of which passes the canal. Here the Ger-
reans fought for two hours to take the bridge. After they had cap-tured the station, with heavy casualties, the Germans moved rapidly
ahead, taking various suburban villages.” Compared to these thingsthe medieval tortures were gentle and humane, and Hades a pleasure
resort.

YOU MUST NOT OVERLOOK the great achievements ofF ranee s black soldiers in Europe. The outstanding incident on Sun-day, August 23 was the fight between Algerian and Senegalese
riflemen and the Prussian Guard.
...
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£eard some stories of the bravery of theFrench soldiers. The Germans were bombarding the city. TheFrench troops made what amounted to a medieval sortie, but, findingthe enemy in much greater force than was expected, were compelled
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bo™bardment continued relentlessly, whereuponthe French Turcos, picked troops from Algeria, debouched from the
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not even neutral on this question As a scholar, President Wilson

should have taken the advice of Old Oma:

“Let Zal and Rustem thunder as they will

And Haitim call to supper; heed not you.
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